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    ABSTRACT 

 Progress in our understanding of the chemical composition of the interstellar 

medium leans both on laboratory analyses of high resolution rotational spectra from 

molecules that may be present in these regions, and on radio astronomical observations of 

molecular tracers to constrain astrochemical models.  

Due to the thermodynamic conditions in outer space, some molecules likely to be 

found in interstellar regions in relevant abundances are open shell radicals. In a series of 

laboratory studies, the pure rotational spectra of the transition metal containing radicals 

sulfur species ScS, YS, VS and ZnSH were obtained for the first time. In addition to 

accurate and precise rest frequencies for these species, bonding characteristics were 

determined from fine and hyperfine molecular parameters. It was found that these 

sulfides have a higher degree of covalent bonding than their mostly ionic oxide 

counterparts. 

Isomers and isotope ratios are excellent diagnostic tools for a variety of 

astrochemical models. From radio observations of isotopes of nitrile species, the galactic 

gradient of 
14

N/
15

N was accurately established. A further study of this ratio in carbon rich 

asymptotic giant branch stars provided observational evidence for an unknown process in 

J type carbon stars, and highlighted the need to update stellar nucleosynthesis models.  

Proper radiative transfer modeling of the emission spectra of interstellar 

molecules can yield a wealth of information about the abundance and distribution of 

these species within the observed sources. To model the asymmetric emission of SO and 

SO2 in oxygen-rich supergiants, an in-house code was developed, and successfully 
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applied to gain insight into circumstellar sulfur chemistry of VY Canis Majoris. It was 

concluded that current astrochemistry kinetic models, based on spherical symmetry 

assumptions, need to be revisited.   
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       CHAPTER 1: 

        OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH TOPICS 

 

Astrochemistry is a broad field, concerned with the study of the formation, 

abundance, and distribution of chemical elements and molecules across the universe, 

from our own solar system to extragalactic environments. By understanding how 

chemical species form and survive in space, the nature and evolution of interstellar 

environments giving rise to these molecules can be probed. 

The method of choice to study interstellar molecules is spectroscopy, and more 

particularly in the case of the cold interstellar media studied in this thesis, rotational 

spectroscopy. Pure rotational spectroscopy is a powerful tool used to determine accurate 

structural parameters of molecular species in the gas phase, and provides high resolution 

“fingerprint” spectra required for unambiguous astronomical detection. 

Research in the Ziurys lab is concerned with both the laboratory and observing 

aspects of astrochemistry. On the laboratory front, rotational spectroscopy techniques are 

employed to detect, analyze and characterize the gas phase spectra of small transient 

species that could potentially be present in interstellar environments. On the observing 

front, radio telescopes of the Arizona Radio Observatory (ARO), the 12 m at Kitt Peak 

and the Submillimeter Telescope (SMT) on Mt Graham, are used to observe and study 

the molecular content of molecular clouds, circumstellar envelopes and planetary 

nebulae.  
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 The interdisciplinary nature of astrochemistry gave me the opportunity to be 

involved in both laboratory and observational aspects. One line of research I have been 

pursuing is the high-resolution spectroscopic study of transition-metal containing sulfide 

free radicals. Circumstellar envelopes are known to host numerous metal containing 

molecules, and some of the unidentified transitions observed in molecular line surveys of 

these sources may be due to these exotic metal sulfide free radicals. Transition metal 

sulfides are also interesting species in their own right. Theoretical investigations of the 

spectra of these molecules, often transient species in high spin state, reveal interesting 

insights into their electronic structure and bonding characteristics. Appendix A and B 

report on the analyses of microwave and millimeter wave spectra of scandium sulfide 

(ScS), yttrium sulfide (YS) and vanadium sulfide (VS). A future publication will present 

the study of Zinc hydrosulfide (ZnSH). 

 Another line of research concerned the investigation of the chemistry in the 

interstellar medium (ISM). One project involved mapping the abundance ratios of two 

metastable isomers, HNCS and HSCN, in order to investigate potential production 

pathways to these molecules in dark clouds and giant molecular clouds. In another one, 

the nitrogen isotope ratio was measured in various interstellar sources, in order to further 

our understanding of stellar nucleosynthesis processes and galactic chemical evolution. 

These projects are presented in Appendix C, and D.  

In Appendix E, a study of the abundance and distribution of sulfur containing 

molecules SO and SO2 in the red supergiant VY Canis Majoris is presented. The radiative 
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transfer code ESCAPADE was developed to perform the analysis of observed SO and 

SO2 spectra and is detailed in Appendix F.  

Finally, astrochemistry intersects with the new field of astrobiology, which is 

concerned with the study of the origin and evolution of terrestrial and extraterrestrial life. 

Comets and meteorites have been shown to harbor several key bioprecursor molecules, 

including amino acids. Interstellar formation pathways to these molecules and their 

distribution in the galaxy are thus of great interest in understanding the origins of life on 

earth and possibility for life elsewhere. Appendix G presents a study of the abundance 

and distribution of the simplest amide, formamide (NH2CHO), in several galactic 

molecular clouds.
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CHAPTER 2: SPECTROSCOPY OF TRANSITION METAL SULFIDES 

 

2.1. Motivations 

 Pure rotational spectroscopy probes transitions in the range 0.03 – 33 cm
-1

, from 

the microwave to the Terahertz region. The typical spectral resolution of microwave and 

millimeter-wave spectrometers is ~ 1 part in 10
8
 (limited by pressure broadening). 

Rotational spectroscopy therefore provides some of the highest resolution measurements 

of molecular spectra. These spectra, unique to each molecular species, are interpreted 

through the use of the Hamiltonian operator, which links the energy level structure of a 

given molecule to its fundamental molecular parameters. One of these parameters, the 

rotational constants, are directly related to the moments of inertia of the molecule, and 

pure rotational spectroscopy gives the most accurate determination of the gas phase 

molecular structures. Numerous other molecular parameters can also be determined 

accurately, which provide detailed insights into the nature of the electronic structure and 

bonding properties.  

 Transition-metal oxides and sulfides have been the topic of numerous theoretical 

and experimental studies (Merer 1989). The interest for this class of molecules stems 

from a wide variety of topics, from astronomy and industrial applications to pure 

theoretical investigations. Due to the high nucleus stability of transition metals (low 

neutron to proton ratio), favorable stellar nucleosynthesis pathways, and high dissociation 

energies, some 3d transition-metal oxides and sulfides can have relatively high cosmic 

abundances. For example TiO bands dominate the spectra of the photosphere of late K 

and M-type stars (Spinrad and Wings 1969). The infrared spectrum of TiO is in fact used 
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as a stellar thermometer for M stars (Wing and White, 1978). In circumstellar and 

interstellar environments, new detections of refractory transition metal oxides and 

sulfides are still being made, the latest being TiO and TiO2 (Kaminski et al. 2013), and 

serve to improve astrochemical models. 

Industrial interests in the study of transition metal oxides or sulfides are multiple. 

Worth mentioning is the use of transition metal chalcogenides nanoparticles for semi-

conductors, electronic and photonic devices (Mane & Lockhande 2000). As the size and 

dimensions of these devices shrink to nanoscale, optical, electronic, magnetic, thermal 

and mechanical properties of these nanomaterials depend not only on their bulk 

properties but also on the properties of their molecular precursors (Zhang and Wong 

2009), which high resolution rotational spectroscopy methods can accurately investigate. 

For example, the structural, electronic and optical properties of Ag-doped ZnO nanowires 

have recently been calculated using first principles DFT methods (Li et al. 2011). 

From a theoretical standpoint, the majority of transition-metal monoxides and 

monosulfides are open-shell, which gives rise to a large number of configurations and 

low-lying electronic states. Spectra from such free radicals can be affected by numerous 

perturbations between electronic states, while the various spin interactions and large 

hyperfine structure add additional layers of complexity to the analysis. As a result these 

species pose a challenge to theoreticians trying to predict their molecular parameters, 

electronic structures and properties from ab-initio calculations. Measurements from high-

resolution rotational spectroscopy provide a benchmark upon which various theoretical 

methods can be tested. 
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The investigation of four transition metal containing sulfides will be presented in 

the next chapters: scandium monosulfide (ScS), yttrium monosulfide (YS), vanadium 

monosulfide (VS) and zinc hydrosulfide (ZnSH). All these species are open-shell free 

radicals, therefore, a brief background about the analysis of rotational spectra of 

molecules in high spin states is in order. 
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2.2 Molecules in High Spin States 

“I think I can safely say that nobody understands quantum mechanics” Richard Feynman 

 

 The aim of the present chapter is not to explicit a rigorous and formal treatment of 

angular momentum coupling, nor a derivation of the effective Hamiltonian necessary for 

the analysis of molecules in high spin states. Those can be found in the books of Brown 

and Carrington (2003), Lefebvre-Brion and Field (2004) and references therein. Only an 

introduction to these subjects shall be presented, with a “physical view” perspective 

which may provide a more intuitive appreciation of the abstract, conceptual mathematics 

underlying these topics.   

2.2.1 Angular Momentum Coupling 

An accurate description of the energy level structure of ro-vibrational manifolds 

needs to take into account the different interactions between the various angular momenta 

of the molecular system. In the case of open shell radicals the most commonly 

encountered angular momenta are: 

- R: the rotational angular momentum of the nuclei, which describes the 

rotational motion of the molecular frame. 

- L: the angular momentum of the orbiting electrons. 

- I: the intrinsic angular momentum of the nucleus, associated with the nuclear 

spin. 

- S: the intrinsic angular momentum associated with the electron spin. 

Although they are quantum operators, R and L can be understood in a classical 

manner, as a vector representation of the rotational motion and inertia about a symmetry 
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axis. The rotating nuclei and orbiting electrons behave like magnets and possess a 

magnetic moment, as the movement of each charged particle creates a magnetic field. 

The spin angular momenta I and S have no classical equivalent. In theoretical physics, 

the existence of intrinsic particle spins arises from the formalism of the Dirac equation, 

which is an improvement to the Schrödinger wave equation taking into account special 

relativity. The same theory predicts that charged particles possessing a spin also possess 

an intrinsic magnetic moment. Each of the above angular momentum can interact with 

another through the coupling between the magnetic field it generates and the magnetic 

moment associated with another angular momentum. The effect of such an interaction is 

to produce additional energy states.  

 When experimentalists record a spectrum, they in fact measure the eigenvalues of 

the Hamiltonian describing the molecular system studied. Individual angular momenta do 

not commute with the Hamiltonian, however their sum does. Operators that commute 

with the Hamiltonian are interesting for at least two reasons. They represent conservative 

quantities, ie: their eigenvalues do not change with time (The Hamiltonian is related to 

the time variation of the wavefunction in the time-dependent Schrodinger equation). 

Additionally, commutating operators are diagonalizable in the same basis set, which 

means that in Heisenberg‟s matrix mechanics formalism (where operators are represented 

by a matrix of elements < m| Ĥ |n >), the same “good quantum numbers” can be used to 

label the eingenfunctions of both operators. These properties allow us to write parts of the 

effective Hamiltonian of a molecule as a sum of couplings between the various angular 

momenta. Common angular momentum interactions for open shell molecules are: 
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- R∙S: electron spin-rotation 

- S∙S: electron spin- electron spin, (multiplicity ≥ 3).  

- I∙R: nuclear spin-rotation 

- L∙S: spin-orbit (Λ ≥ 1). 

- I∙S: nuclear spin-electron spin, (I ≥ 1) 

- R∙L: lambda-doubling 

- I∙L: nuclear spin-orbit 

The strength of each of these couplings is determined by the magnetic moments and the 

corresponding g-factors, which are molecule-dependent, and will determine the features 

characteristic of molecular spectra.  

2.2.2 Effective Hamiltonian 

Since solving for the energy level structure of a molecule is equivalent to 

determining the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian, using the full electronic Hamiltonian 

derived from “first principles” is cumbersome and quite intractable (see Brown and 

Carrington 2003). Spectroscopists rather use an “effective” (approximate) model 

Hamiltonians, derived via perturbation procedures from the full electronic Hamiltonian, 

which are adequate in reproducing and explaining the observed spectra. The procedure of 

deriving an effective Hamiltonian drastically reduces the size of the basis set 

representation needed to describe molecular spectra. The effective Hamiltonians (Heff) 

used in this thesis operate only within a single vibrational level of a given electronic state, 

but still conserve the same eigenvalues as the complete Hamiltonian within experimental 

accuracy. The effects of neighboring electronic states thus are incorporated into the 
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effective Hamiltonian and are “hidden” into the values of various spectroscopic 

parameters. An example of the use of spectroscopic parameters to obtain information on 

higher unobserved electronic states can be found in Appendix B. 

2.2.3 Good Quantum Numbers and Hund’s cases  

To solve for the eigenvalues of an effective Hamiltonian, it can be set up in matrix 

form in a given basis set. Angular momentum operators like those described in previous 

paragraphs accept a discrete (integer or half-integer) set of eigenvalues, called quantum 

numbers. For molecules where several angular momentum interactions are present, 

several sets of quantum numbers are required to fully describe the rotational spectrum. 

“Good quantum numbers” are those sets associated with operators that commute with 

each others and the effective Hamiltonian. In other words those operators are conserved 

quantities and can be diagonalized in the same basis set as the effective Hamiltonian. 

In reality only a few operators commute with the total effective Hamiltonian (for 

example J
2
), however many operators do commute with parts of Heff. The choice of an 

appropriate basis set, or set of quantum numbers, to build up the Hamiltonian matrix is 

usually dictated so that for a given molecular system, the off-diagonal matrix elements in 

this basis set are as small as possible: 

  Heff = H
(0)

 + H
(1)

                                                                         (2.1) 

where H
(0)

 is diagonal in the chosen basis set, and H
(1)

 is off-diagonal. 

However it should be noted that the number of angular momentum interactions 

and their strength depend on the characteristics of each individual molecule. Hence, for 

different molecules, different ways to partition the effective Hamiltonian may be 
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appropriate, which leads to the various Hund‟s cases. The five Hund‟s coupling cases 

(Hund a to e) are essentially five different sets of commuting angular momentum 

operators. The set which best minimizes H
(1)

 depends on the magnitude of the various 

angular momentum couplings for a given molecule. 

Since all of these basis sets are complete, they produce the same eigenvalues once 

the effective Hamiltonian has been diagonalized. However, even nowadays when 

computer power should allow us to use any of these basis sets for any particular 

molecule, Hund‟s cases provide a useful physical insight and greatly help to understand 

the pattern of the energy level structure. Section 2.4 will provide further details and an 

example of two coupling schemes, Hund‟s case bβJ and case bβS. 
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2.3 Experimental Techniques 

The spectra of the molecules studied in this dissertation have been obtained using 

two types of techniques: Fourier Transform Microwave (FTMW) spectroscopy and 

direct-absorption millimeter wave spectroscopy. Three spectrometers were used for the 

works in this thesis. One is a FTMW spectrometer, operating at low frequencies (4-75 

GHz) and characterized by its high resolution (~ 4 kHz). Two others are direct absorption 

millimeter wave (~ 65-650 GHz) spectrometers with resolutions of ~ 100 kHz. Each 

spectrometer employs a different synthesis method to create the transient free radicals 

studied. 

2.3.1 Instrumentation 

i)  Direct Absorption Spectrometers 

Radiation Source and Phase-Lock Loop 

The electronics for both direct absorption spectrometers are the same, and 

described in more detail in Ziurys et al. (1994). A block diagram of one of the direct 

absorption spectrometer is shown Figure 2.1. 

Millimeter wave radiation is initially generated by an indium phosphide (InP) 

Gunn oscillator (J.E. Carlstrom Co). The Gunn diode is biased at its negative differential 

resistance domain, approximately 10 V. The frequency of the radiation is controlled 

between 65 and 120 GHz by manually adjusting the size of the Gunn oscillator‟s 

waveguide cavity. The radiation propagates out of the Gunn through a waveguide of 

appropriate size (WR 8 – WR 12), and into a magnetic isolator, which serves to prevent 

back reflections into the Gunn cavity. To scan at higher frequencies (up to 650 GHz), the 
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initial radiation is fed into a Schottky diode multiplier. The multiplier‟s diode junction is 

fragile and susceptible to thermal and mechanical degradation, therefore, the multiplier is 

biased at less than 10 V (at 10 mA). An attenuator is additionally placed before the 

multiplier to prevent damage from the Gunn radiation (30 to 90 mW). 

To insure the high precision (~ 1 Hz) and stability of the radiation frequency 

generated, the Gunn oscillator is “phase-locked”. In order to accomplish this, 10% of the 

radiation exiting the Gunn oscillator is mixed with a harmonic of a 1.8−2 GHz 

fundamental frequency, set to a frequency 100 MHz less than the tuned Gunn frequency. 

The frequency synthesizer is calibrated to a rubidium piezoelectric crystal. The 100 MHz 

difference frequency (phase-lock I.F.), monitored with the spectrum analyzer, is sent to 

the phase lock box and compared to a quartz oscillator 100 MHz reference signal. If the 

IF and the reference signals are out of phase, the Gunn bias voltage is automatically 

adjusted until phase lock is achieved. 

Phase Sensitive Detection 

 Typical emissions from open shell radicals are short (~ 1 μs) and difficult to 

detect, so a phase sensitive detection system is implemented to extract weak signals from 

the noise. This is achieved by frequency modulation of the synthesizer signal. A 3 kHz 

carrier wave is modulated with the synthesizer frequency at a 25 kHz rate. Through the 

phase-lock loop, the modulation is transferred to the Gunn oscillator radiation. At the 

other end of the setup, the 4 K helium cooled “hot electron” bolometer placed after the 

absorption cell detects the modulated electromagnetic radiation and sends it to a lock-in 

amplifier. Molecular absorption lines correspond to a drop in the power of the incoming 
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radiation from the Gunn oscillator, and result in a lower temperature of the electrons 

within a superconductive NbN layer, followed by a change in the resistance of the layer. 

Demodulation by the lock-in amplifier takes place at a 50 kHz rate, which results in the 

specific double derivative lineshape of the spectral lines obtained in the direct absorption 

spectrometers. The advantages of the 2f modulation scheme is that the peak intensity 

actually lies at the center of the molecular absorption frequency, which makes it easier to 

separate from the noise and subsequently fit with a Gaussian. 

 

 

 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 

Block diagram of the direct absorption spectrometers 
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         Figure 2.2 

   Set up of the direct absorption spectrometer 
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ii) Fourier Transform Microwave Spectrometer 

 The Fourier Transform Microwave spectrometer used, described in detail in Sun 

et al. (2009), is based on the narrowband Balle-Flygare design (Balle and Flygare, 1981). 

A simplified scheme of the instrument is given in Figure 2.3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          Figure 2.3 

        Scheme of the Fourier Transform Microwave Spectrometer 

 

 

The Fabry-Perot cavity consists of two spherical aluminum concave mirrors in 

confocal arrangement. A 1 μs microwave signal (which corresponds to ~ 1 MHz width in 

the frequency domain) is launched into the cavity through a small antenna (or a 

waveguide for the higher frequencies) and a standing electric field is established. Due to 

its high Q factor (Q~10
4
), the cavity is very selective (bandwidth of 600 kHz), and there 

is little power dissipation, such that multiple passages of the resonant TEM mode are 

allowed within the cavity before it dies away. The gas reactants are introduced in the 

cavity, maintained at a pressure of less than 10
-8

 Torr with a cryogenic pumping system, 

via a solenoid valve. When the nozzle is briefly opened (~ 500μs), the higher pressure gas 
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behind the valve is pulsed into the cavity as a directed supersonic expansion. During this 

adiabatic expansion, internal energies (rotational, vibrational) are converted into directed 

translational energy through collisions, such that the rotational temperatures of the 

species in the molecular beam are low (typically ~ 5 K). Molecules in the supersonic jet 

become macroscopically polarized as they absorb the microwave pulse‟s radiation. Once 

the original polarization pulse dies away (~ 8 μs after the pulse), the molecules coherently 

emit. The loss of polarization over time induces a decay in the coherent emission 

produced (the free induction decay FID), which is recorded by a low noise amplifier.  

With current technology, analog-to-digital converters function better for low 

frequency signals, so the FID signal has to be down-converted. In order to achieve this, 

the cavity is tuned to have the strongest resonance at the frequency νc = ν0 + 400 kHz (i.e 

the upper sideband), where ν0 is the synthesizer frequency. The synthesizer signal is 

unevenly split by a coupler, with 90% of the radiation entering the cavity and 10% used 

as a local oscillator frequency. This L.O. frequency is later mixed with the FID signal, 

down to δ = 400 kHz. Since the cavity is selective (~ 600 kHz), the lower sideband signal 

(centered at ν0 - 400 kHz) is effectively rejected from the IF. However it is advised to 

perform a frequency shift to rule out image lines from strong transitions which can leak 

from the rejected sideband. The down-converted signal is amplified, digitized, and 

converted into a frequency domain spectrum by a Fast Fourier Transform. The spectral 

lineshapes in this instrument form characteristic Doppler doublets, due to Doppler 

dephasing (Balle & Flygare 1981). The transition frequency is taken as the average 

between the two Doppler doubets.  
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This whole sequence (called a “shot”) takes approximately 1 ms. Typical radicals 

synthesized in the course of this work required averaging several thousands shots to 

obtain satisfactory signal to noise ratio. 

2.3.2 Molecular Synthesis 

 i) Direct Absorption Spectrometers 

The two direct absorption spectrometers used differ by the synthesis method they 

employ to produce the radical species of interest. Molecules in the Velocity-Modulation 

(VM) spectrometer are produced in a glass tube cooled to -60 °C. The liquid precursors 

are introduced in the spectrometer by evaporation. Liquids are housed in a round bottom 

rigid flask or a steel container or “bomb” for the more toxic precursors (TiCl4, VCl4 …). 

Boiling chips are often used to help render the evaporation process less turbulent. The 

flask or container is connected to the cell with teflon tubing through a needle valve for 

precise control of the flow. In some cases, powder precursors can be used instead, if the 

sublimation temperature is reasonably low, and a heating mantle is then connected to the 

glass tube. In certain cases, this synthesis method using metal-ligand precursors can result 

in overabundances of lines from contaminants which render the pattern analysis stage 

difficult.  

Radical synthesis often requires the presence of a discharge to break the precursor 

bonds and catalyze molecular production. In the VM spectrometer, an AC discharge is 

created by two longitudinal ring electrodes at the extremities of the glass cell. Vanadium 

sulfide (Appendix B) was synthesized using this method. The best signal was obtained 

when 1−2 mTorr of VCl4 was introduced in the cell simultaneously with 1 mTorr of CS2 
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(higher pressures of CS2 kill the intensity of the signal) and 60 mTorr of argon, in the 

presence of a 250 W AC discharge. H2S was also tried as a sulfide precursor in VS 

synthesis but no signal could be detected in that case. 

 The other millimeter wave spectrometer utilizes a “Broida type oven” to produce 

the desired radicals. Pieces of solid metal are placed into an aluminum oxide crucible, 

which is resistively heated by a tungsten filament. The filament is connected to the power 

supply electrodes via two steel (for low temperature experiments) or molybdenum 

(temperatures > 800 °C) posts. The metal vapor produced by melting the solid pieces is 

mixed in the reaction chamber with reactant and carrier gases (typically argon). A copper 

electrode connected to the side of the reaction chamber produces the necessary DC 

discharge. The carrier and reactant gases can be introduced in the chamber from the top, 

side and/or bottom of the chamber, which sometimes has an effect on the molecular 

production. Drawbacks of this synthesis method include coating problems, when the 

metal deposits on the teflon optics of the chamber, as well as specific and sometimes 

unstable synthesis conditions.  

 ii) Fourier Transform Microwave Spectrometer 

 In the FTMW, a discharge assisted laser ablation method (DALAS) has recently 

been implemented to study transition metal containing radicals (Sun et al. 2010). The 

DALAS source (Figure 2.4) consists of a teflon DC discharge nozzle containing two 

copper ring electrodes, attached at the extremity of the laser ablation apparatus. This 

apparatus, bolted to the pulsed nozzle valve which injects the gaseous reactants, consists 

of a small motor that translates and rotates the metal rod of interest (scandium, yttrium or 
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vanadium in this work) to insure optimal and steady metal vapor production. A 532 nm 

Nd:YAG laser (200 mJ/pulse) is aligned perpendicular to the docking station which 

houses the DALAS source. The 1ns laser pulse is fired ~ 990 μs after the opening of the 

supersonic nozzle valve. The discharge is turned on for approximately 1.4 ms, 

immediately following the opening of the valve. 

The DALAS apparatus was used successfully to synthesize YS, ScS and VS. 

Another interesting advantage of this method is its cost effectiveness compared to the 

“Broida oven” synthesis. In the latter, copious quantities of metal pieces need to be 

consumed daily, while in the former, a metal rod can last several years. 

 

            Figure 2.4 

           Diagram of the DALAS source 

 

 

2.3.3 Analysis and Fitting Methods 

 The rotational spectra of the diatomic molecules measured in this thesis are fitted 

with a classic effective Hamiltonian model: 

Heff = Hrot + Hsr + Hss + Hmhf + HeqQ + Hnsr   (2.2) 
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In order of appearances, those terms represent the rotational, electron spin-rotation, 

electron spin-electron spin, magnetic hyperfine, electric quadrupole and nuclear spin-

rotation interactions. The electron spin-orbit is omitted because all molecules studied in 

this thesis have a sigma electronic ground state (Λ = 0). Since we are interested in fitting 

experimental data, we need to express the eigenvalues of this Hamiltonian in terms of 

several spectroscopic parameters that can be varied, as well as the necessary quantum 

numbers. To do so it is much more practical to use a matrix representation for the 

effective Hamiltonian, which can be easily diagonalizable to find its eigenvalues. 

 At this point abstract mathematics provides spectroscopists with a beautiful 

machinery to express the matrix elements of various angular momentum couplings. In an 

informal description of group representation theory, a representation of dimension n is a 

homomorphism between the elements of the group G and a vector space of nonsingular 

square matrices of dimension n×n. In other words it is a function that associates every 

element of G to a unique square matrix of order n. There exists many ways to build a 

representation; representations are not unique. However, an irreducible representation is 

one that has the minimum number of base elements necessary to represent all the 

members of the group.  

Under the rotation R(ϕ,θ,χ) in three dimensional space, the angular momentum 

vector mj,  transforms into ',mj , which is a linear combination of the (2j+1) vectors 

',mj : 

    
'

)(

' ',,,,,,',
m

j

mm mjDmjRmj    (2.3) 
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where the Wigner rotation matrices 
)(

'

j

mmD  are the elements of the irreducible 

representation of dimension 2j+1 of the three dimensional rotation group SO(3) acting on 

the ket mj, .  

Equation (2.3) concerns the action of the rotation group on a given angular 

momentum vector. The idea can be extended to examine the action of the rotation group 

on an angular momentum operator Q: 

         

'

''

1

p

k

p

k

pp

k

p QTDRQTR      (2.4) 

Here under the rotation R(ω), the operator  QT k

p  is transformed into a linear 

combination of (2k+1) operators  QT k

p' , and the coefficients of this expansion are the 

Wigner rotation matrix.  QT k

p  is called an irreducible spherical tensor operator of rank k, 

and its (2k+1) components are the  QT k

p'   (p' runs from –k to k). The spherical tensor 

 QT k

p  is independent of the reference frame, and encodes the way the operator Q 

transforms upon rotation. When it is acted on a given set of eigenstates, it is written in 

matrix form. A formal discussion on this topic can be found in Brown & Carrington 

(2003) and Zare (1988). 

 We now have a way to represent angular momentum operators acting on 

eigenstates in matrix form, and can perform algebraic operations on them. Couplings 

between various angular momenta can now be expressed as a tensor product. Interesting 

results and theorems of irreducible tensor algebra applicable to angular momentum 
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coupling are given in Brown & Carrington (2003). Only the most important one, the 

Wigner-Eckart theorem will be mentioned here. The theorem states that the matrix 

elements of a spherical tensor operator in the { mj, } basis set can be written as: 

     '
'

'
)1(',', jATj

mqm

jkj
mjATmj kmjk

q 









 

  (2.5) 

where (-1)
j-m

 is a phase factor,  








 '

'

mqm

jkj
 is the Wigner 3-j symbol, and 

  'jATj k  is the reduced matrix element, independent of m. 

Returning to the problem of fitting a measured spectrum, each Hamiltonian in 

equation (2.1) can now be expressed as a product of spherical tensors: 

    STNTH sr

11 .       (2.6) 
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0        (2.7) 
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   ITNTcH Insr

11 .       (2.10) 

For diatomics, the rotational matrix is always diagonal of the form BN
2
. For simplicity, 

the centrifugal distortion terms were omitted in the previous equations, however the high 

resolution of rotational spectroscopy absolutely warrants their introduction in the actual 

process of fitting the experimental data. The rotational Hamiltonian is hence formulated 

as a power series of the total angular momentum operator J
2
. It is sometimes necessary to 
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introduce additional higher order terms in the above Hamiltonian in order to obtain a 

“good fit” of the data, as will be seen in the chapter on vanadium sulfide.  

The standard analysis of a rotational spectrum consists first in diagonalizing the 

effective Hamiltonian matrix to obtain the various energy levels, then expressing the 

energy differences (for the transitions allowed by the relevant selection rules) as a 

function of the spectroscopic parameters (B, γ, λ etc…). Finally, the values of the 

spectroscopic parameters are determined via a non-linear least square fit of these energy 

differences to the assigned measured experimental frequencies. Care must be taken in the 

number of parameters introduced into the model Hamiltonian, as the fits are not unique. 

Although additional fitting constants can be added in an attempt to improve the fit, 

attention must be paid to their physical meaning, and parameters which values are not 

well defined, (ie: their value is less than three sigma above the statistical error on the 

parameter) should be discarded. 

The analysis is said to yield a “good fit” when the root-mean-square of the error between 

observed and calculated frequencies is within the experimental accuracy (typically ~ 100 

kHz for the millimeter wave spectrometer, and ~ 5 kHz for the FTMW), and all 

parameters are well defined. 

In the case of non linear polyatomic molecules, the rotational portion of the 

effective Hamiltonian is more complicated, since there is now a distinct angular 

momentum operator associated with the projection of the total angular momentum on 

each inertia axis of the molecule. For symmetric tops, two of the three inertia axes are 

equivalent, and the rotational Hamiltonian can be expressed using two operators, J
2
 and 
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the projection onto the principal axis J
2

a, which leads to the symmetric top energy level 

structure shown in Figure 2.5, where each rotational level J is split into several sublevels 

labeled by the quantum number K. For asymmetric tops, three quantum numbers are 

necessary to describe the energy level structure. A further consequence of this is that the 

fine and hyperfine parameters are now 3×3 tensors, rather than scalars. 

The SPFIT program of Pickett (1991) and the HUNDB program of Brown and 

coworkers were used for the analysis of YS, ScS, VS and ZnSH. These routines use the 

more common case bβJ basis set. A fitting routine using the case bβS basis set, appropriate 

for molecules with large hyperfine interactions, has also been written to analyse ScS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

Figure 2.5 
  Correlation diagram between the oblate and prolate limit for asymmetric tops.  

 The energy levels of the prolate and oblate symmetric tops are: Ep = (A - B)K
2

a +  

 BJ(J+1) Eo = (C-B)K
2

c + BJ(J+1). A, B and C are the principal axes rotational  

 constants, with (A – B) > 0 and (C – B) < 0. 
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2.4. Transition Metal Sulfides Spectroscopy 

 The bonding and spectroscopic properties of transition metal oxides and sulfides 

have generated a lot of interest for decades (Bridgeman & Rothery (2000), and references 

therein). While the oxide series have now been completely explored by high resolution 

rotational spectroscopy, there were still gaps in the sulfide series. Scandium sulfide and 

vanadium sulfide had only been previously studied through some of their electronic 

transitions by laser induced fluorescence spectroscopy in the optical region or Fourier 

transform infrared methods. The precision of these methods is typically several hundred 

MHz, which is often insufficient to unveil well defined values of the hyperfine 

parameters. The work in this dissertation completes the study of 3d-transition metal 

sulfides by high resolution rotational spectroscopy. 

2.4.1. YS (X
2
Σ

+
) and ScS (X

2
Σ

+
): Hund’s Case bβJ and bβs 

 Both YS and ScS have been studied using the FTMW spectrometer in the 4 – 60 

GHz range, using the DALAS source previously described. For both molecules, a gas 

mixture of 0.1% H2S in 200 psi of argon, combined with the ablated metal vapor, lead to 

the most intense spectral signals. In the case of ScS, it was necessary to turn on the DC 

discharge (0.6 kV, 20mA) to produce a detectable signal. Interestingly, for YS the 

discharge had the opposite effect of “killing” the signal, and was therefore turned off. 

 Both molecules have one unpaired electron (S=1/2) in a sigma molecular orbital, 

hence, the nature of the ground state 
2
Σ, and one expects to see a spin-rotation doublet 

structure within each rotational transition. They differ, however, by the nuclear spin on 

the metal. For yttrium, I=1/2, and for scandium I=7/2. ScS will therefore have a 
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pronounced hyperfine structure, with each fine structure doublet further splitting in up to 

eight transitions, while in YS, the fine structure levels will be further split in another 

doublet.  

 This initial analysis also leads to the basis set that will be more appropriate to 

label the molecular energy levels. Since Λ=0, there is no spin-orbit interaction, which 

means that the electron spin is not coupled to the internuclear axis. Therefore, the 

stronger interaction is between the rotational angular momentum and the electron spin, 

N.S (where N=R+Λ). The appropriate coupling scheme to use is Hund‟s case (bβJ) 

(Figure 2.6). The good quantum numbers in this case are Λ, N, S, J. If further hyperfine 

interactions are present, other quantum numbers such as I and F need to be added. In the 

case of YS, the full scheme starts by coupling N + S to give the total angular momentum 

J, followed by the weaker coupling between J + I to give F. 

The textbook energy level structure of Figure 2.6 is exactly what we observe with 

the spectrum of YS. Figure 2.7 shows the Loomis-Wood plot of the recorded transitions 

of YS. The rotational structure dominates over the fine structure, which itself is larger 

than the hyperfine structure. All transitions observed follow the usual selection rules ΔJ = 

1, ΔF = 1. Consequently the assignment of each spectral line to a proper case bβJ labeled 

transition was straightforward and the resulting fit only required five parameters, B, D, γ, 

bF and c to reproduce the observed spectrum within 4 kHz. 

The fitting of ScS was more challenging, and mistakes were made in the initial 

assignment of the observed transitions, which lead to incorrect fits. Looking at the 

Loomis-Wood plot for ScS highlights some of the differences with YS. 
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        Figure 2.6 

    A representation of Hund‟s case (bβJ) coupling scheme, and the associated 

    energy level structure. The largest splitting is the rotational structure. Then come the 

    fine structure from the spin-rotation interactions, and eventually small hyperfine  

    couplings (not shown). 

 

It can be seen in Figure 2.7 that for ScS, the spin component doublets are not well 

separated at low N, and some of the transitions follow unusual selection rules, such as ΔJ 

= 2. The reason for this behavior is that the very large magnetic moment of scandium (μI 

= 4.75 nm, where nm stands for the nuclear magneton) creates a Fermi contact hyperfine 

interaction I∙S which is stronger than the spin-rotation N∙S. As a result the fine and 

hyperfine structures are intermixed, and a different coupling scheme is more appropriate 

to describe the energy level structure of ScS. Hund‟s case bβS is a subcase of Hund‟s case 
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(b) where the the nuclear spin first couples to the electron spin to give I + S = G. G then 

couples to N to give F. Strong transitions for molecules following case bβS have the 

selection rules ΔG = 0 and ΔF = 0, ±1.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Figure 2.7 

          Loomis-Wood plots of the N = 4→3, 3→2, 2→1 rotational transitions of YS  

          and ScS. YS  displays a textbook 
2
Σ molecule with a nuclear spin of I=1/2: the  

          separation between the two spin components increases with frequency, and the    

          width of the hyperfine structure decreases with N. For The dash lines represent 

          the J = N + 1/2 transitions, and the solid lines the J=N – 1/2 transitions. The dot 

          indicates the unusual transitions, ΔJ=0, ± 2. 
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The qualitative correlation diagram between case bβS and case bβJ for ScS (X
2
Σ) 

with I=7/2, given in Figure 2.8, illustrates the importance of using the appropriate 

coupling scheme to interpret the observed spectroscopic patterns. One of the observed 

lines of ScS around 23.6 GHz is represented on the diagram. In case bβJ it has the unusual 

label N = 2→1, J = 5/2→1/2, F = 4→4, as ΔJ = 2 transitions are usually extremely weak. 

In case bβS the transition is G = 3→3, N = 2→1, F = 4→4, and is expected to be 

relatively strong. 

 A rudimentary FORTRAN routine, combined with a SCILAB code were written 

to fit an effective Hamiltonian for ScS using the case bβS basis set {| I,S,G,N,F>}. The 

SCILAB code employs the spherical tensor formalism previously evoked to build the  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             Figure 2.8 

                  Correlation diagram between case bβS and case bβJ for ScS (X
2
Σ

+
) 
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various Hamiltonian matrices of the interactions N∙S, I∙S, I∙N and the quadrupole 

coupling interaction. The FORTRAN routine loads these Hamiltonians and combines 

them to construct the full effective Hamiltonian: 

Heff = (B,D) Hrot + γ Hsr + (bF,c) Hmhf + eqQ HeqQ + cI Hnsr                       (2.11) 

The effective Hamiltonian is diagonalized using the dsyevd routine from the publicly 

available LAPACK library, and the relevant eigenvalue differences are fit to the observed 

frequencies via the Levenberg-Marquard algorithm lmdif from the MINPACK library. 

One example of the derivation of spherical tensors matrix elements is now given for the 

spin-rotation tensor product. The spin-rotation Hamiltonian is a product of the two 

irreducible tensors T
1
(S) and T

1
(N). Using the following result of spherical tensor 

algebra: 
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We write: 
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The reduced matrix element involving G and G' is expressed in terms of I and S: 
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The general form of a matrix element of the spin-rotation Hamiltonian is then: 
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For the diagonal terms, G'=G, N'=N and F'=F: 
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This equation simplifies to: 

FNGISNTSTFNGIS ,,),,()().(,,),,( 11  

             
 14

111111






GG

IIGGSSFFNNGG
                    (2.17) 

We need now to consider the possible off-diagonal elements in G, N or F.  

First, the general expression of a matrix element involves δFF‟ so there will be no off-

diagonal terms in F. Second, the general terms also involve the reduced matrix element 

    2/1

'

1 121')(  NNNNNTN NN  so there will be no off-diagonal elements in N 
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for this interaction. Finally, for ScS there are only two possible values for G, so that only 

the ΔG=1 off-diagonal term needs to be considered. 

Using a similar calculation: 

 FNGISNTSTFNGIS ,,1),,()().(,,),,( 11  

     
    2/1

2/1

12124

11






GGG

GFNNFGFGNFGN
 

      2/1
11  GISSIGIGSIGS               (2.18) 

The matrix elements for the magnetic hyperfine, dipolar, nuclear spin-rotation and 

quadrupole interactions can be obtained in a similar way and will not be presented here.  

 Although the rudimentary FORTRAN routine mentioned above was instrumental 

in understanding the structure of ScS energy levels and correcting misassagnments, 

eventually ScS was fit using the program SPFIT, which employs the case bβJ basis set, 

with an rms of 4 kHz. Fine and hyperfine constants were determined which improved 

previous optical estimations by an order of magnitude. 

 

2.4.2. VS (X
4
Σ

-
): Hyperfine Perturbations and Spin-Orbit Interactions 

 Vanadium sulfide has been studied in the 4 – 60 GHz range with the FTMW 

spectrometer, and between 200 – 300 GHz with the direct absorption velocity modulation 

spectrometer. In the VM spectrometer case, VS was synthesized using VCl4(l) as a 

precursor. The extremely toxic chemical was kept in a steel container. Safe usage 

required the use of a syringe and safety equipment to transfer the liquid from the 

container bottle to the steel container, including breathing masks and silver shield/4H 
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gloves on top of the usual nitrile gloves. The steel “bomb” was connected to the glass cell 

through a needle valve controlling the evaporation flow. Typically 1-2 mTorr of VCl4 

gave the best signal. The source of sulfur was provided by flowing ~1 mTorr of CS2(l) in 

the reactive cell. A 250 W AC discharge and 60 mTorr of Ar completed the synthesis 

conditions. In the FTMW instrument 0.5% H2S in argon was mixed with ablated 

vanadium metal vapor, and passed through a 0.75 kV DC discharge. 

 Similar to scandium, vanadium has a large nuclear magnetic moment. It also has a 

large spin-spin coupling interactions, so that at low J values, the hyperfine, fine and 

rotational structures are on the same order of magnitude. As a result, the classic pattern 

expected for a 
4
Σ state only starts to appear at N ~ 12. At the very low N, due to the large 

second-order spin-orbit splitting, the pattern is more easily described as following a case 

(a) coupling scheme, where the F1 and F2 components form the Ω=1/2 ladder while F3 

and F4 form the Ω=3/2 one. 
4
Σ states in case (a) are rare, another known example is NbO 

(Femenias et al. 1987, and references therein). As the rotational quantum number N 

increases, the more familiar case (b) pattern takes shape, as shown in the Loomis-Wood 

plot of the six observed millimeter transitions of VS in Figure 2.9. The observed pattern 

is that of four distinct spin-components further split to octets (I = 7/2 for vanadium). As 

can be seen in Figure 2.9, the hyperfine pattern displays a bandhead structure in the case 

of F1, and in the higher transitions of F2 and F3, while the F4 component displays a more 

regular Landé-like pattern. The explanation for these patterns lie in the expressions of the 

diagonal and off-diagonal elements of the 
4
Σ  Hamiltonian in case (b), which has been 
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given by Cheung et al. (1982). The main diagonal terms for each spin components are of 

the form: 

F1: 
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where C = F(F+1) – J(J+1) – I(I+1). 

For F1, the diagonal term is dominant and produces the observed bandhead 

pattern. In the case of F2 and F3, the diagonal terms initially produce a Landé-like pattern, 

however at N = 21 → 20 for F3, and N = 23 → 22 for F2, the pattern starts to fold due to 

the effect of the off-diagonal element ˂ N, J-1, F | H | N, J, F >, which mixes 

wavefunctions differing by ΔJ = ±1, and becomes particularly important as the F2 and F3 

components get closer in energy. Like F1, the F4 pattern produced by the diagonal term is 

a bandhead pattern. However the observed pattern is Landé-like due to the contribution of 

off-diagonal matrix elements. These off-diagonal contributions are especially large in the 

case of VS because it is far from the ideal case (b).  

The energy levels are nothing but the roots of the characteristic polynomial of the 

4
Σ effective Hamiltonian. If we only consider a 2×2 matrix (including the diagonal terms 

˂ N, J, F | H | N, J, F > and ˂ N-2, J, F | H | N-2, J, F >, and the off-diagonal term ˂ N-2, 
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J, F | H | N, J, F >), expressions mixing B, λ and bF are generated for the coefficients of 

the characteristic polynomial: 
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    (2.23) 

As a result, the hyperfine energy levels structure will be sensitive to B and λ, even though 

it does not appear so in the original Hamiltonian of Cheung et al. (1982). At very high N 

near 50, however, the F4 component starts to form the expected bandhead. 

 

2.4.3. Interpretation of Fine and Hyperfine Constants 

 In the general case, effective parameters obtained from fitting an effective 

Hamiltonian do not necessarily have physical significance. However for diatomics, going 

from the full to the effective hamiltonian via perturbation theory does not involve many 

steps, and the spectroscopic constants derived from the fit often carry a useful physical 

meaning. The magnetic hyperfine parameters bF and c give insight into the electronic 

structure and the nature of the bonding in the ground state. The Fermi-contact term, 

associated to the interaction I∙S, is given by: 

    drrrggb NNBsF 
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43

2
     (2.24) 

where δ(r) is the delta function and imposes that bF will be non zero only if the atomic or 

molecular wavefunctions exist at the center of the nucleus. In its ground state, VS has the 

electronic configuration: [core] 11σ
1
 3δ

2
. Only the σ molecular orbital, a combination of 

atomic s, p and d orbitals, will contribute to the Fermi-contact term in VS. By calculating 
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the ratio 
 

 Vb
S

VSb

F

F

2

1
 one can estimate the contribution of the 4s atomic orbital of 

vanadium to the 11σ molecular orbital of VS. It was hence determined that the 11σ 

molecular orbital of VS is 50% 4s in character. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

               Figure 2.9 

Loomis-Wood plots of the six observed rotational transition of VS (X
4
Σ

-
) in the  

millimeter wave region. From left to right, the F1, F2, F3 and F4 branches. 

 

The other contributions to 11σ come from the metal 3d and 4p, and the sulfur 3s and 3p 

atomic orbitals. The contribution of the 3s sulfur orbitals can not be quantified because 

the nuclear spin of sulfur is zero, and therefore no Fermi-contact interaction can take 

place between the sulfur nucleus and the unpaired electron. 

Another useful hyperfine parameter is the dipolar constant c, given by: 

N=19→18 

N=20→19 

N=21→20 

N=22→21 

N=23→22 

N=24→23 
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where i spans all unpaired electrons.  

The expectation value of the angular factor (3cos
2
θ-1) depends on the identity of the 

contributing orbital (Table 2.1). Assuming a δ
2
 σ

1
 configuration for VS, the expectation 

value of the position of the radial electron density was calculated for the δ orbital to be  

< 1/r
3
 > = 1.162 a.u

-3
. The corresponding value for VO is larger, < 1/r

3
 > = 1.617 a.u

-3
, 

which suggests a more covalent nature of the bonding in VS than in VO.  

While the hyperfine parameters inform us about the electronic structure in the 

ground state, the fine structure parameters γ and λ contain information pertaining to 

excited electronic states. Both constants consist of two contributions. The first order 

contribution corresponds to spin-rotation and spin-spin interactions in the ground 

electronic state respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

        

 

The second order contribution results from mixing between electronic states 

wavefunctions via the spin-orbit operator, which effect has been incorporated into γ and λ 

Table 2.1: angular factors 

orbital < 3cos
2
θ-1 > 

dδ -4/7 

dπ 2/7 

dσ 4/7 

pπ -2/5 

pσ 4/5 

sσ 0 
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in the pure rotational effective Hamiltonian. For molecules with heavy atoms and large 

spin-orbit interactions, the second order contribution becomes the dominant term. Hence 

we can write the spin-rotation and spin-spin parameters as (Brown et al. 1979): 
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The summations in the above expressions are over all electronic states, however, 

some simplifications can be made and some terms neglected. The ground state can 

interact with excited electronic states through the spin-orbit operator according to the 

selection rules 1,0 S ; 1,0  ; 0 , + ↔ - (Lefebvre-Brion & Field, 

2004), so that only a few select states of the electronic manifold will produce a non zero 

contribution. Based on analogy with the well studied electronic states of VO (Hopkins et 

al. 2009), the likely excited states interacting with the X
4
Σ

-
 ground state are 

2
Σ

+
, 

2
Π and 

4
Π, of πδ

2
 configuration. Accounting only for the lowest lying such states, equation (2.26) 

now reads: 
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The factor of 2 in front of some of the above terms comes from the Λ-doubling in the Π 

states. 

Fortunately, the various matrix elements are related through the Wigner-Eckart 

theorem, which states that the matrix elements of a spherical tensor operator can be 

decomposed as a product of a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient and a factor independent of the 

orientation (the reduced matrix element). From Varberg et al. (1992) we have: 
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Applying the Wigner-Eckart theorem for the mixing electronic states in VS we have: 
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This matrix element is related to the other elements linking the 
4
Π and 

4
Σ states by: 
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Similarly for the remaining electronic states: 
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2

  SOSO HH      (2.33) 

To evaluate these matrix elements we first need to obtain an expression for the 

wavefunctions in terms of Slater determinants (Lefebvre-Brion & Field, 2003). For a 

molecule with three open subshells: 
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2      (2.34) 
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4        (2.35) 

  2/5

4        (2.36) 

The Slater determinant for the 
2/3

4  and 
2/1

4  wavefunctions are obtained by 

applying the S
-
 lowering operator to 2/5

4  and 2/3

4 . After renormalization of the 

wavefunctions, we have: 
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The terms of equation (2.28) are then evaluated using the expression for the microscopic 

spin-orbit operator: 
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For mixing states with ΔΛ = 0, only the part aliz∙siz will result in non zero contributions. If 

the interaction follows ΔΛ = +1, then the important operators are ½ al
+
s

-
 and ½ al

-
s

+
. We 

now derive the various matrix elements as: 
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Similar calculations yield the remaining matrix element (the second doublet of the three 

open subshells Slater determinant of Lefebvre-Brion & Field (2003) needs to be used, 

since the order of the orbitals matter): 

aHSO  2/3

2
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4
        (2.42) 

To further simplify the expression (2.28) we assume by analogy with the 

electronic manifold of VO that the 
2
Π state lies much higher in energy than the 

4
Π and 

2
Σ 

states and neglect its contribution. Finally, the fine structure energy splittings in the 

ground state of VS are typically no larger than ~5 cm
-1

 and the energy differences 

between the Ω ladders of the B
4
Π state are ~ 200 cm

-1
 (Adam et al. 1995). We can thus 

assume that the energy difference between the Ω ladders within a given electronic state is 

small relative to the energy differences between electronic states, so that: 
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The expression for the spin-rotation is treated in a similar manner, with the only 

interacting state here being 
4
Π. Using the usual eigenvalue expression for the ladder 

operators S
-
 equation (2.27) now reads: 
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In the pure precession approximation the L
-
 operator matrix elements can be evaluated as 

a ladder operator on Λ. Pure precession assumes that the interacting 
4
Σ and 

4
Π states 

differ by only one spin-orbital. Theory predicts that the 
4
Π state arises from the 

promotion of an electron of the σ molecular orbital of the 
4
Σ state into the dπ orbital 

(Bauschlicher et al. 1986), which justifies the approximation.  

The linear system of equations (2.26) and (2.27) can now be solved for ΔE(
4
Π-

4
Σ) 

and ΔE(
2
Σ

+
-
4
Σ), using the atomic spin-orbit constant of vanadium, a(V3d) = 177 cm

-1
 in 

place of the molecular spin-orbit parameter of VS (Lefebvre-Brion & Field, 2003). The 

energy differences  ΔE(
4
Π-

4
Σ) ~ 6562 cm

-1
 and ΔE(

2
Σ

+
-
4
Σ) ~ 7174 cm

-1
 are smaller than 

in the VO electronic manifold, suggesting higher orbital stabilization from the VS bond 

compared to VO. 

 

2.4.3. Bonding Trends in 3d Transition Metal Monosulfides 

 With the analysis of the pure rotational spectrum of ScS and VS, all members of 

the 3d-transition metal monosulfide series have now been studied with high resolution 

rotational spectroscopy. The determined hyperfine parameters paint a consistent picture 

across the series. Compared to their oxide counterparts who are mainly ionic in character, 
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the bonding in the sulfide series has a stronger covalent character. This is perhaps to be 

expected, as the 3p orbital of sulfur is closer in energy to the 3d and 4s orbitals of the 

metals, as well as more spatially diffuse than the 2p orbital in oxygen. Based on the 

determined hyperfine constants, the sd- hybridization of the valence σ molecular orbital is 

also larger in the sulfides series.  

Finally, the M-S and M-O bond lengths are governed by the competition between 

the increased nuclear charge at the nucleus as the atomic number increases (which causes 

the contraction of the d orbitals and shortens the bond lengths), and the anti-bonding 

character of the molecular orbitals (which increases bond distances). In both the oxides 

and sulfides, when adding an electron into a δ orbital the bond length decreases, since δ 

orbitals are non bonding. On the other hand, adding an electron into the π orbital 

increases the bond length, because π is strongly antibonding. The key difference between 

oxides and sulfides appears when adding an electron in the σ orbital, which is less 

antibonding in the sulfide than the oxide series. 

 

2.4.5. ZnSH (X
2
A') 

ZnSH was studied using the Broida oven direct absorption spectrometer in the 

200 – 400 GHz range. Zinc vapor was reacted with 2 mTorr of H2S and argon in presence 

of a DC discharge to produce the ZnSH radical. Optimal signals were obtained when a 

stable purple/pink halo ring was observed at the bottom of the oven. This required 

slightly different conditions for each run. Argon pressure usually was in the range 30 – 70 
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mTorr, optimal zinc evaporation flow was obtained by applying a 50 A (5 V) current to 

the tungsten crucible, and the DC discharge was about 1.4 A (200 mV). 

 This was the first spectroscopic study of ZnSH; without good estimates for the 

rotational constants, the key to the identification of the radical was the recognition of 

reoccurring a-type patterns. Analogous to ZnOH (Zack et al. 2012), ZnSH is a near 

prolate asymmetric top with the largest dipole moment along the a molecular axis. The 

unpaired electron produces a spin-rotation doublet of each Nka,Kc level, labeled with J = N 

± 1/2. The main transitions then follow the selection rules ΔN = ±1, ΔJ = ±1, ΔKa = 0, 

ΔKc = ±1. As can be seen in Figure 2.5, each Ka level (except Ka = 0) is split due to 

asymmetry into two sublevels with Ka + Kc = N and Ka + Kc = N+1. The splitting of these 

levels decreases with Ka, and increases with N. This can be seen in the observed spectrum 

of ZnSH, shown in Figure 2.10.  The Ka = 1 components show the largest asymmetry 

splitting, while for Ka ≥ 4, the asymmetry levels are collapsed at the spectrometer 

resolution. As N increases from 29 to 40, so does the asymmetry splitting. 

 In total, 128 transitions of ZnSH were observed in the millimeter wave region and 

fit to an S-reduced Watson Hamiltonian using SPFIT. Quartic and sextic distortions to the 

rotational constants were needed to obtain a good fit, as well as four components of the 

spin-rotation tensor. The production was favorable enough to observe the two 

isotopologues of zinc, 
66

ZnSH and 
68

ZnSH. In theory one of these isotopic substitutions 

would be enough to determine the r0 structure of ZnSH since the minimum number of 

isotopic substitutions at different sites is N-2 for an asymmetric rotor, where N is the 

number of atoms (Gordy & Cook 1984). However inertia moments from these isotopes 
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are so similar to those of ZnSH that numerical issues arise when solving the system of 

Kraitchman‟s equations due to near-colinearity of the equations. Consequently, molecular 

parameters from the ZnSD isotope are necessary to obtain an accurate r0 structure. 
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     CHAPTER 3:  

MOLECULAR GAS OBSERVATIONS IN THE INTERSTELLAR MEDIUM 

 

3.1 Introduction 

The interstellar medium (ISM) includes very diverse environments, with a large 

range of physical conditions, and is filled with ionic, atomic or molecular gas. In the cold 

and dense regions of the ISM, matter is primarily in molecular form, and well suited to 

investigations through rotational spectroscopy in the millimeter/submillimeter window. 

Dense molecular clouds (molecular hydrogen densities of 10
3
 – 10

6
 cm

-3
) are the birth 

site of stars in the galaxy. The study of molecular clouds is thus fundamental to 

understand the process of star (and planet) formation, as well as the chemical 

composition of stellar systems. At the other end of the cycle of matter in interstellar space 

are circumstellar envelopes (CSEs). Stars at the end of their lives shed copious amounts 

of gas, creating large expanding molecular and dust envelopes, hereby returning 

processed molecular material to the ISM that will seed the next generation of molecular 

clouds and stars. 

 The questions tackled in this thesis are varied, but all are investigated by making 

use of the information contained in molecular radio emission about the physical 

conditions in molecular clouds or CSEs, and about the chemistry occurring in these 

regions of the ISM. The study on the abundances of two metastable isomers, HNCS and 

HSCN, investigates the potential formation and destruction mechanisms of these isomers 

in the giant molecular cloud SgrB2 and the cold dark cloud TMC-1. The survey of the 

nitrogen isotope ratio 
14

N/
15

N in molecular clouds across the galaxy, as well as in the 
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circumstellar envelopes of evolved stars and around supernova remnants provides direct 

information about stellar nucleosynthesis, and is an important test for models of galactic 

chemical evolution. The work on the abundance and spatial distribution of SO and SO2 in 

the circumstellar envelope of VY Canis Majoris provides insight into the physical 

conditions supporting the chemistry of these major sulfur species in oxygen-rich 

circumstellar envelopes. Finally a survey on formamide (NH2CHO), an interesting 

prebiotic molecule, investigates its abundance across the galaxy, as well as the amount of 

formamide that may have been brought to earth during the heavy late bombardment 

period, 4 Ga ago. 
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3.2 Radio Telescopes and Instrumentation 

 The observing projects were all conducted at the Arizona Radio Observatory 

(ARO) facilities, comprising two single dish radio telescopes, the 12 m and the 10 m 

SMT (Submillimeter Telescope). Both telescopes are built following the so called 

cassegrain design, consisting of a concave parabolic primary reflector and a secondary 

convex hyperbolic subreflector. The radiation from the sky is collected onto the primary 

dish, focused back to the subreflector, and finally focused into a hole in the primary dish 

towards the receiver systems. The antenna is designed for high directivity, minimal 

radiation losses, and high tracking precision. At the 12m and SMT (10m), the pointing 

accuracy is ~ 5" and 1" respectively. The angular resolution is approximately given by: 

D


 22.1          (3.1) 

where λ is the wavelength of the radiation, D is the diameter of the primary dish, and θ 

the angular resolution in radians. 

 The spectral resolution and ability to detect weak radiation from interstellar 

sources depend for a large part on the quality of the receivers used. The receivers at the 

ARO telescopes feature various type of SIS (superconductor insulator superconductor) 

mixers, helium cooled to 4 K, which use heterodyne technology to down-convert the 

received molecular radiation frequency into a lower intermediate frequency (IF) at about 

6 GHz, by mixing the sky signal to a local oscillator. The user can choose to observe the 

upper sideband (νsky - νLO = νIF) or the lower sideband (νLO - νsky = νIF), and the rejected 

sideband can be largely attenuated (typical rejections are greater than 16 dB). The IF is 

then amplified and sent to the filter banks, which are band-pass filters that separate the 
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input signal into multiple subfrequencies. At the SMT, the filter bank resolution used was 

1 MHz, and at the 12m filter bank resolutions of 2 MHz (for warm molecular clouds) to 

30 kHz (for dark clouds) were typically used. The conversion of millimeter and 

submilliter wave signals into a microwave frequency is necessary because electronic 

amplifiers are simpler and more efficient in the microwave range. 

 At millimeter wavelengths, it is practical to record the intensity of an 

astronomical source signal as a temperature. At those wavelengths, the Rayleigh-Jeans 

approximation (hν << kT) holds, so that according to Planck‟s law, the spectral radiance 

is: 
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      (3.2) 

The brightness temperature Tb is defined as the temperature a black body at equilibrium 

would have to be in order to produce a radiation of intensity Bν at a given frequency ν. 

The temperature recorded by the telescope (the antenna temperature) then results from 

the convolution of the source brightness temperature and the power pattern of the 

telescope dish (Rohlfs & Wilson, 2003). To properly calibrate the temperature scale, the 

voltage corresponding to radiation from a “hot load” (piece of ecosorb at ambient 

temperature), and the voltage corresponding to a “cold load” (liquid nitrogen at 77 K) are 

measured, according to the chopper wheel method (Jewell 2002). The line intensities in 

the spectra that are presented in this thesis correspond to the antenna temperature 

multiplied by the efficiency factor η of the telescope dish (0 < η < 1).
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3.3. Molecular Abundances Determination 

 The determination of molecular abundances in the ISM requires a radiative 

transfer analysis. In the course of this thesis two situations will be encountered. When 

Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE) conditions apply, molecular abundances can 

be simply calculated using the rotation-diagram method. If the LTE assumptions do not 

hold, non LTE radiative transfer models are used to estimate molecular abundances. 

 In interstellar space, densities are usually low enough that the concept of 

temperature must be clarified. In the non-ionized ISM, there are two measures of 

temperature. The kinetic temperature is a measure of the translational energy of 

molecules in a gas. The average kinetic energy of a molecule is then (3/2 kTk). On the 

other hand the excitation (or rotational in the case of the cold ISM) temperature is a 

measure of the population distribution across the energy levels of a molecule. The 

population distribution is defined for each pair of energy levels by the Boltzmann 

distribution: 
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A medium where the excitation temperatures are equal across all energy levels is said to 

be at local thermodynamical equilibrium. In dense (nH2 = 10
3
-10

6
 cm

-3
), warm (Tkin = 20-

200 K) molecular clouds, the LTE approximation is typically an adequate assumption for 

molecules that present optically thin emission, as in these conditions the distribution of 

states is governed mainly by collisions with H2, and the radiation field is weakly coupled 

to the molecular matter. 
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3.3.1. LTE Abundances: Rotation Diagrams 

 A frequently-used measure of molecular abundances in molecular clouds is the 

column density Nt (in cm
-2

). This quantity defines the number of molecules of a given 

species that are present in the line of sight of the telescope per unit cm
2
. The purpose of 

the rotation-diagram method is to provide an estimation of the rotational temperature and 

the column density for a given molecule, assuming LTE conditions. The column density 

of a molecule can be written as (Turner 1991): 
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        (3.4) 

Here Eu(K) is the energy of the upper level of the observed transition, Trot(K) the 

rotational temperature, S the line strength of the transition, μ (statC.cm) the dipole 

moment, gI the reduced nuclear spin degeneracy, gk the K-level degeneracy, dVTW R  

the integrated line intensity in K.km.s
-1

, and Qrot the rotational partition function at the 

relevant temperature. The general expression for the rotational partition function is given 

by: 
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However, simpler estimations of the rotational partition functions are possible using the 

symmetry dependent expressions derived by Turner (1991). One such expression used in 

this thesis concerns asymmetric top: 
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where A, B and C are the rotational constants in Hz. 

In the unfortunate situation where only one transition has been observed, a 

column density can be estimated assuming a justifiable rotational temperature. However 

if several transitions have been observed, one can rewrite equation (3.4) as: 
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It becomes apparent here that a linear fit of 
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 against Eu will yield Trot 

and Nt, with 
rotT

elog
 being the slope of the line and 

 

rot

t

Q

Nlog
 the y-intercept. 

3.3.2. NLTE Abundances: Radiative Transfer Modeling 

The assumption of LTE conditions does not hold for molecules in circumstellar 

envelopes, because of the rapid change in the excitation conditions within the envelope. 

In that case, the level populations have to be calculated by solving the equations of 

statistical equilibrium, which represents a balance between collisional and radiative 

excitations and de-excitations: 
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0  (3.8) 

This problem is highly non-linear since the radiation field (J) at one point in the cloud 

depends on J everywhere else, and also on the level populations ni (and vice versa). 

Although the most sophisticated models (Accelerated Lambda Iteration or Monte Carlo 
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methods) solve this equation exactly, they are very costly in terms of required computing 

power (Van der Tak, 2011). A popular, faster way is to decouple J and ni through the 

“escape probability” method, also called the “Sobolev approximation”. The escape 

probability method neglects non-local effects and expresses the probability β that a 

photon escapes the medium without being absorbed as a function of the local opacity, so 

that the radiation field only depends on the local level populations and the microwave 

background radiation: 

  bgul JSJ  1         (3.9) 

Sij is the local source function: 
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Jbg is expressed in term of the Planck function: 
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Using the fact that: 

lululu BnBn           (3.12) 

The statistical equilibrium equations can be rewritten as: 
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Finally, using the relation between the Einstein coefficients: 
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And the relation between upward and downward collision rates: 
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Here Tk is the kinetic energy in the gas. 

Equation (3.13) reduces to: 
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This system of equations is now linear in ni and the solution for the level populations can 

be quickly found. A full implementation of the escape probability method to study 

multiple transitions of SO and SO2 within the circumstellar envelope of the oxygen-rich 

supergiant VY Canis majoris will be detailed in Chapter 3.6. 
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 The escape probability approximation is fast on modern computers, and quite 

accurate in most situations (Hubeny, 2001). However, it breaks down for sharp variations 

in the source function. Such a situation is typically examplified in astrophysical masers 

(usually with abundant molecules with a high dipole moment), when population inversion 

occurs. 
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3.4. HNCS and HSCN: Insights from the Abundance Ratio of Metastable Isomers  

 The thermodynamic conditions in the ISM lead to the presence of a large number 

of molecular ions and free radicals, which are not commonly observed on Earth. In 

particular, higher energy metastable isomers like HNC, HOC
+
 or HOCN are often 

observed to be as abundant as their more energetically stable counterparts. On Earth, the 

higher energy isomers, such as HSCN, HCNS and HSNC which lie at respectively 4127, 

11997 and 14095 cm
-1

 above HNCS (Wierzejewska & Moc, 2003) rapidly interconvert to 

the more thermodynamically stable isomer. The ISM is not thermodynamically 

equilibrated and there is not enough energy available for these interconversions to occur. 

Consequently the abundances of the various metastable isomers are a result of the 

specific kinetics of formation and destruction pathways involving these molecules (those 

reactions may or may not have a temperature dependence).  Unfortunately, experimental 

measurements of branching ratios for reactions involving short lived molecular ions and 

free radicals are challenging, and are generally performed in heavy ion storage rings and 

accelerators.  

While predictions of molecular abundances using astrochemical models is 

difficult for these species, observations of isomer pairs relative abundances in the ISM 

itself can provide important cues to their formation processes. In order to better 

understand the astrochemistry of the recently detected metastable isomers isothiocyanic 

acid (HNCS) and thiocyanic acid (HSCN), mapping observations of both molecules were 

conducted in the giant molecular cloud SgrB2, using the JKa,Kc = 80,8  70,7  and 90,9  
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80,8 rotational transitions of HNCS and HSCN. Comparative observation of the JKa,Kc = 

40,3  30,3  transition of HNCO and HOCN were also made.  

Located at the center of the galaxy, SgrB2 is a giant molecular whose diffuse 

envelope extends over 40 pc. Denser, warmer regions are elongated along the north-south 

direction, covering an area of 5×10 pc and contain at least three compact HII star forming 

regions, also called hot cores. Surface chemistry on grains, followed by mantle 

evaporation is believed to play a major role in the abundances of molecular species in the 

hot cores, while in the colder extended gas, gas-phase chemistry is largely dominant. This 

leads to strong chemical differentiation between the various regions of SgrB2 (Miao et al. 

1995; Wilson et al. 1996).  

A scheme of the observations is given in Figure 3.1. It is clear from the 

observations that the emission from both HNCS and HSCN are extended throughout the 

surveyed region, which suggests that the major production routes to HNCS and HSCN 

are gas-phase processes. In contrast to neutral-neutral reactions, ion-molecule and 

dissociative recombination mechanisms have no activation barriers and proceed at faster 

reaction rates (~10
-7

 cm
3
s

-1
 for dissociative recombination, and up to the Langevin rate of 

~ 2×10
-9

 cm
3
 s

-1
 for ion-molecule reactions). Based on the analogy with the more studied 

isomer pairs [HCN]/[HNC] and [HNCO]/[HOCN], the most likely production pathways 

to these isomers are: 

HNCSH
+
 + e

-
 → HNCS / HSCN + H      (3.17) 

 H2NCS
+
 + e

-
 → HNCS + H       (3.18) 
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n(H2) ~ 105 cm-3 

T ~ 20-80 K 

~ 15 pc 

n(H2) < 104 cm-3 

T < 20 K 

Hot cores 

n(H2) ~ 107 cm-3 

T ~ 150-300 K 

Hot ring 
T ~ 100-120 K 

Approximate beam size ~ 
1‟ Sgr B2 (M) 

Additional information can be gained from the variations of the relative abundance ratio 

of [HNCS]/[HSCN]. In the case of the [HNCO]/[HOCN] pair, HNCO has been observed 

to be up to two orders of magnitude more abundant than its higher energy isomer. 

Furthermore, as shown in table 3.1, the [HNCO]/[HOCN] ratio exhibits more variation 

throughout the cloud than the [HNCS]/[HSCN] ratio, which stays approximately constant 

within the measurement errors. A likely explanation for this difference is that unlike 

H2NCO
+
, the ionic precursor H2NCS

+
, which can only dissociate into the lower energy 

isomer HNCS, does not play a significant role in the chemical network. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

    Figure 3.1 

  Scheme of the observed region around SgrB2. 

 

To confirm the above conclusions, additional observations of HNCS and HSCN 

have been conducted toward the dark cloud TMC-1. Both molecules were subsequently 
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detected in this cloud for the first time, through their 70,7  60,6 and 80,8  70,7 

transitions. Dark clouds are much colder (Tk < 10 K) and homogeneous than their large 

and warm counterparts. Their chemistry is dominated by gas-phase and freeze-out 

processes onto grains (Bergin 2002). As seen in Table 3.1, the ratio of these two isomers 

is close to unity, similarly to the ratio in SgrB2. The value of [HNCS]/[HSCN] in TMC-1 

suggests that both isomers are produced in a similar branching ratio from the precursor 

ion HNCSH
+
. 

 

Table 3.1: Isomer Ratios in Sgr B2 and TMC-1 

  HNCS/HSCN HNCO/HOCN 

Sgr B2   

 1 -2 4.2 ± 2.9 193 ± 114 

 0 -2 4.1 ± 2.2 143 ± 58 

-1 -2 4.6 ± 2.9 194 ± 86 

 1 -1 4.1 ± 2.5 184 ± 80 

 0 -1 2.2 ± 1.1 114 ± 45 

-1 -1 5.4 ± 3.3 169 ± 68 

 1  0 4.0 ± 2.4 203 ± 96 

 0  0 3.1 ± 2.0 146 ± 59 

-1  0 3.3 ± 1.8 146 ± 55 

 1  1 4.7 ± 3.3 179 ± 73 

 0  1 3.1 ± 1.8 172 ± 68 

-1  1 3.8 ± 2.5 149 ± 59 

 1  2 7.0 ± 4.7 173 ± 66 

 0  2 5.8 ± 4.1 145 ± 52 

-1  2 6.8 ± 4.9 169 ± 69 

 1  3 3.7 ± 2.6 245 ± 118 

 0  3 5.7 ± 4.1 201 ± 88 

-1  3 6.8 ± 4.8 195 ± 97 

TMC-1   

  1.4 ± 0.7 - 
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3.5. 
14

N/
15

N Isotope Ratio in the ISM 

Models of Galactic Chemical Evolution (GCE) aim to probe the mechanisms of 

galaxy formation and evolution. Some fundamental parameters in these models are, for 

example, the stellar birthrate function (the rate of star formation, their masses and 

distribution across the galaxy), and stellar yields (how are elements produced by stellar 

nucleosynthesis, and restored to the ISM). Elemental abundances in the ISM are thus one 

of the most useful observables to constrain these models of galactic evolution (Gibson et 

al. 2003). Simple elemental abundances however can be subject to large physical or 

chemical fractionation effects, while isotopic ratios are less sensitive to such effects and 

are therefore an even better constraining tool for GCE models (Audouze et al. 1975). 

The CNO isotopes are particularly interesting in astrophysics, because of their 

ubiquitous large abundances throughout the ISM, and the variety of nucleosynthesis 

processes that lead to their creation (Audouze et al. 1975). Among the CNO elements, the 

nitrogen isotope ratio 
15

N/
14

N remains relatively uncertain across the ISM, and the details 

of the nucleosynthesis process and production sites of these two isotopes are still debated 

(Romano & Matteucci 2003). It is generally accepted that 
14

N is produced mainly as a by 

product of the cold CNO cycle, from radiative proton capture on 
17

O or 
13

C (Wiescher et 

al. 2010). Like the proton-proton chain reaction, the cold CNO cycle is a thermonuclear 

fusion cycle by which hydrogen is converted to helium. It is the dominant source of 

energy for stars where the core temperatures are greater than 15×10
6
 K (main sequence 

stars of mass greater than 1.5 M⊙). 
15

N on the other hand, should only be significantly 

produced during the hot CNO cycle (T > 10
8
 K), which occurs notably in nova outbursts 
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and supernova events. As a result, the theoretical equilibrium value for 
14

N/
15

N in the 

cold CNO cycle is ~ 3×10
5
 (Clayton 2003), while it is less than 0.1 for the hot CNO cycle 

(Lodders & Amari 2005). The complete picture is more complex than described here, and 

particularly for 
14

N, other nucleosynthesis processes can be evoked in its production (see 

Audouze et al. 1975, Romano & Matteucci 2003). 

Because the abundances of molecular carriers of 
15

N tend to be low, there have 

been relatively few studies of the galactic 
14

N/
15

N ratio. Additionally carriers of the main 

isotope 
14

N tend to be optically thick in their lower rotational transitions, which renders 

the analysis of the true 
14

N/
15

N in stars circumstellar envelopes and molecular clouds 

difficult since line intensities are no longer a reliable indicator of molecular abundances. 

The most recent galactic wide survey of the nitrogen isotopic ratio (Dahmen et al. 1995) 

used the so called “double isotope” method to estimate 
14

N/
15

N from observations of 

H
13

CN and HC
15

N, assuming that (HCN / HC
15

N) = (H
13

CN / HC
15

N) × (H2CO / 

H2
13

CO). This is not ideal because fractionation effects, especially temperature dependent 

ion-exchange reactions, lead to variations in the carbon isotope ratio across different 

molecules (Langer & Graedel 1989). Observations have shown that carbon isotope ratios 

derived from CO and CN are lower than those derived from H2CO (Milam et al. 2005). 

To accurately establish the nitrogen isotope ratio across the galaxy, observations 

of the first rotational transition of CN, HNC and their isotopologues were conducted 

toward 11 giant molecular clouds, and are detailed in Appendix D. Isotope ratios were 

calculated using two independent methods. The first one takes advantage of the hyperfine 

structure of CN to estimate the optical depth in the first transition of CN and accordingly 
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correct for its effect in the ratio determination. The second one is the double isotope 

method, where the carbon isotope ratio derived from CN has been taken as a proxy of 

HNC/HN
13

C.  

3.5.1 
14

N/
15

N Galactic Gradient 

The optical depth τ quantifies the amount of radiation that can escape a medium 

without being scattered or absorbed: 

I = I0 exp(-τ)         (3.19) 

In the Rayleigh-Jeans regime, applicable in the millimeter-wave window, the optical 

depth is related to the antenna temperature by the expression: 

   eTTfT bgexR 1        (3.20) 

f is the filling factor, assumed to be 1. It is now apparent that as the molecular abundance 

and optical depth increases, the antenna temperature starts to saturate and converges 

toward the maximum bgex TT  .  

Let us now consider the hyperfine structure of CN (X
2
Σ

+
). The unpaired electron 

gives rise to fine structure doublets characterized by J = N ± 1/2. Additionally the nuclear 

spin of 
14

N is I = 1, so that the spin-rotation doublets are further split into hyperfine 

components with F = J or J ± 1. The situation is similar in C
15

N, except that the nuclear 

spin of 
15

N is I = 1/2. The usual selection rules give rise to five strong hyperfine lines in 

the case of CN, and three hyperfine lines for C
15

N in the N = 1→0 transition. In the LTE 

regime, the intensity of each hyperfine component is governed only by the collision rates 

and Einstein coefficients, such that the hyperfine intensity pattern resembles the one 

shown in Figure 3.2, top panel. In many of the sources observed, optical depth effects in 
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the N = 1→0 transition of CN can be directly seen in the hyperfine intensity pattern 

which deviates from the LTE pattern. In Figure 3.2, middle panel, as the main hyperfine 

component starts to saturate, the satellite hyperfine lines appear stronger. In the cold dark 

cloud Barnard-1, the gas kinetic temperature is so low (~ 10 K) that higher rotational 

levels are barely populated. Here, the first rotational transition of CN is very optically 

thick and all hyperfine components are saturated, as shown in Figure 3.2, bottom panel. 

To estimate the optical depth from the hyperfine intensity pattern, a least squares 

fit of the hyperfine intensities to the following formula, derived from equation (3.20), is 

used: 
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where Rhf is the LTE ratio of satellite to main hyperfine, and τmain the optical depth of the 

main hyperfine. The least square fit has been performed with the SCILAB routine 

“leastsq”, minimizing the following function: 
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     (3.22) 

Once the optical depth is known, the excitation temperature is calculated using equation 

(3.20). The optical depth in SgrB2 could not be obtained from this method because the 

blending between CN hyperfines was too severe. In Barnard-1, the hyperfine intensities 

are too far from LTE and the least squares fit is inaccurate. 

The nitrogen isotope ratio is then calculated assuming CN and C
15

N occupy the same gas: 

 
 
 NCT

CNT

N

N

R

R

1515

14

         (3.23) 
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where the main hyperfine line of CN and C
15

N are used. For cases where CN is optically 

thick, TR is replaced by τmainTex, which is an approximation of TR in the optically thin 

case. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Figure 3.2 

 Observed spectra of the N=1→0 transition of CN in various sources.  

In the top panel, the hyperfine lines intensities are indicative of LTE  

emission, in the middle and bottom panels, saturation effects are clearly visible. 

 

Lastly, the main hyperfine line of C
15

N is optically thin in all cases, however, the 

observed line is a blend between the J = 3/2→1/2, F = 2→1 and F = 1→0 hyperfine 
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components, with relative intensities 0.417 and 0.165, respectively. The blend of both 

hyperfine transitions was modeled as a sum of Gaussians, as shown in Figure 3.3. The 

intensity of the stronger modeled hyperfine line was used to solve equation (3.23). 

The analysis described above provides a direct method to measure the nitrogen 

isotope ratio in molecular clouds. Independently, the double isotope method was also 

employed to measure the nitrogen isotope ratio as: 



















CN

CN

HNC

CHN

N

N
13

13

15

14

       (3.24) 

The two methods agree well within the uncertainties (see Appendix D) and indicate that 

the nitrogen isotope ratio follows a positive gradient across the galaxy: 
14

N/
15

N = 22.9 

kpc
-1 

DGC + 110.6 kpc
-1

. This result agrees well with the theoretical CGE model of 

Romano & Matteucci (2003), in which 
15

N is mostly a secondary element produced by 

novae. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3 

  Fit of the blended hyperfine components of the N=1→0,  

J=3/2→1/2 transition of C
15

N. 
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3.5.2. 
14

N/
15

N around AGB Stars and Supernova Remnants 

 As mentioned previously, the sources of 
15

N in the galaxy are uncertain. Based on 

theoretical calculations 
15

N can be significantly produced only in the hot CNO cycle 

(Audouze et al. 1973). A scheme of the reaction pathway of the CN cycle (which 

corresponds to one loop within the complete CNO cycle and does not involve a stable 

isotope of oxygen) is shown in Figure 3.4. The notation (p,γ) indicates that the reaction 

proceeds by consuming one proton and releasing a gamma ray, while the beta decay (e
+
ν) 

indicates that the reaction releases a positron and an electron neutrino. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Figure 3.4 

         Reaction pathway of the CN cycle 

 

If carbon is initially present, the cycle starts by consuming a proton and ends by 

restituting a carbon and helium atom (α particle). At lower temperatures (T < 100×10
6
 

K), the slowest reaction is the proton capture 
13

C(p, γ)
14

N, such that 
14

N is the largest 
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byproduct element of the cold CN cycle. At higher temperatures, the rate of proton 

attachment increases and the limiting reactions are the beta decays. As a result the most 

abundant byproducts are the unstable nuclei 
13

N and 
15

O, which then decay to 
13

C and 

15
N, leading to large abundances of these daughter nuclei. 

 Nova outbursts (which result from accretion of hydrogen from a binary 

companion onto the surface of a white dwarf) and supernova explosions (resulting either 

from the core collapse of a massive star, or from a white dwarf accreting enough matter 

to reach a mass of approximately 1.4 Mʘ) are thought to be important sources of hot-

CNO processed material, however there has been no direct observations of 
15

N 

enhancement in the ejecta of novae and supernovae. Furthermore, the contribution of 

novae ejecta to galactic metallic enrichment is thought to be limited (José & Hernanz, 

1998). Indirect evidence for the nature of stellar progenitors of 
15

N come from the 

analysis of presolar grains extracted from meteorites. Several thousands of silicon carbide 

(SiC) grains have now been studied, and classified according to their 
12

C/
13

C and 
14

N/
15

N 

ratios (Lodders & Amari, 2005). Figure 3.5 shows a diagram of the populations of 

presolar SiC grains currently known. Mainstream, Y and Z grains account for more than 

90% of SiC presolar grains and are thought to have formed in the outflows of carbon-rich 

asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars. The X grains, thought to come from supernova 

ejecta, represent approximatively 1% of SiC grains. The A+B grains represent 5% of SiC 

grains and have unclear origin, but a peculiar type of carbon stars, the J-type stars, are 

thought to produce these type of grains. 
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        Figure 3.5 (from Lodders & Amari, 2005) 

          Classification of presolar SiC grains 

 

To provide further observational evidence concerning the stellar progenitors of 
15

N, 

several N-type and J-type C-rich AGBs, O-rich AGBs and supergiants, and molecular 

clouds known to interact with supernova remnants were observed through rotational 

transitions of HCN, H
13

CN and HC
15

N.  

 i) Molecular Clouds around Supernova Remnants 

 A few supernova remnants in our galaxy are known to interact with close-by 

surrounding ambient molecular clouds, the most studied example is the supernova 

remnant IC 443 (Lee et al. 2012). Theoretical simulations suggest that ejecta from 
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Van Dishoeck et al. 1993 
Koo et al. 1995 

Reach et al. 2005 

IC 443 W51C W28 

supernova can mix with ambient molecular clouds, contaminating their chemical 

composition at the level of 10
-4

 (Pan et al. 2012). This scenario is supported by the 

presence in meteorites of excesses of daughter isotopes of short lived radioactive nuclei 

produced exclusively during supernova, such as 
60

Fe or 
26

Al (Tachibana & Huss 2003). 

To observe possible 
15

N enhancement in clouds impacted by supernova ejecta, the 

14
N/

15
N ratio was measured in molecular clouds around three supernova remnants. The 

position of the impacted molecular clouds observed is shown in Figure 3.6.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            Figure 3.6 

       Position of the sources observed in the J = 1→0 transition of HCN and isotopologues  

       around the supernova remnants. The left panel is a contour map of H2 infrared 

       emission around IC443. The middle panel maps X-ray emission around W51C. The 

       right panel maps CO radio observations around W28. The central star remant is 

       indicated by the star. 

 

HCN and HC
15

N were detected in the six sources of Figure 3.6, and the 

corresponding 
14

N/
15

N ratios are given in Table 3.2. The nitrogen isotopes galactic 

gradient has been established (see Appendix D) to be 
14

N/
15

N = 21.1 (5.2) DGC + 123.8 

(37.1). IC 443, W51C and W28 are located at a galactocentric distance of 9, 7 and 6 kpc 

respectively, and should therefore have local 
14

N/
15

N ratios of 314 ± 84, 271 ± 74 and 
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250 ± 69. The observed ratios in IC 443 and W51C range from 83 – 210 and 47 – 216, 

suggesting enhancement of these molecular clouds in 
15

N. Based on nucleosynthesis and 

hydrodynamic computations, theoretical models of the elemental compositions of 

supernova ejecta have yielded nitrogen isotope ratios in the range 350 – 1050 (Woosley 

& Weaver, 1995). On the other hand analyses of presolar grains indicate large excesses of 

15
N in dust attributed to supernova (Lodders & Amari, 2005). In Figure 3.7 the nitrogen 

isotope ratio in a molecular cloud with initial 
14

N/
15

N = 300 is plotted against various 

supernova ejecta compositions, assuming a mixing ratio of 10
-4

 (Pan et al. 2012) and 10
-3

.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             Figure 3.7 

    
14

N/
15

N in molecular cloud contaminated by supernova ejecta. The initial nitrogen 

     isotope ratio in the cloud is 300. the C/N and 
14

N/
15

N ratios in the supernova 

     ejecta is plotted on a logarithmic scale.   
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Mapping observations of 
14

N/
15

N around IC 443, as well as observations of this ratio in 

nearby clouds unaffected by the supernova are necessary to obtain a definitive value of 

Table 3.2: Carbon and nitrogen isotope ratio 

Source 
12

C/
13

C 
14

N/
15

N 

C-rich   

IRC+10216 25 - 50
a)
 3250 ‒ 3900 

CIT 6 11 – 37
a)
 ~ 1435 

AFGL 190 > 20
a)
 160 ‒ 580 

S Cep ~ 37
a)
 > 481 

V Hya ~ 71
a)
 ~ 923 

U Hya ~ 40
b)

 > 280 

V Cyg ~ 20
b)

 1360 ‒ 2000 

IRC +40540 20 - 55
a)
 2475 ‒ 4455 

Y CVn 2 – 8
a)
 138 ‒ 180 

RY DRA ~ 3
b)

 279 ‒ 444 

   

O-rich   

TX Cam ~ 31
b)

 > 589 

IK Tau ~ 10
b)

 > 170 

W Hya ~ 35
b)

 > 525 

NML Cyg ~ 13
b)

 > 299 

VY CMa 25 – 46
a)
 > 400 

   

s-star   

χ Cyg 25 - 63
b)

 > 363 

 
12

C/
13

C 
14

N/
15

N 

SNR   

IC 443-G ~ 70
c)
 83 ‒ 210 

IC 443-B ~ 31
c)
 93 ‒ 100 

W28-OH ~ 48
d)

 200 ‒ 336 

W28-BML2 ~ 48
d)

 250 ‒ 480 

W51C-C1 ~ 54
d)

 100 ‒ 216 

W51C-C2 ~ 54
d)

 47 ‒ 216 

a) from Milam et al. 2009 

b) from Schoier & Olofsson 2000 

c) from van Dishoeck et al. 1993 

d) from Milam et al. 2005 
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the initial 
14

N/
15

N value, and to better understand how well do supernova ejecta mix with 

the surrounding ISM. 

14
N/

15
N in the Circumstellar Envelopes of AGB Stars 

 Toward the sample of AGB stars, emission from HC
15

N was detected in eight of 

the carbon-rich AGB stars. The H
13

CN and HC
15

N lines were fit with the radiative 

transfer code ESCAPADE (see Appendix E), and the final 
14

N/
15

N ratios were derived 

using the 
12

C/
13

C of Milam et al. (2009) and Schoier & Oloffson (2000). Some of the 

recorded spectra are shown in Figure 3.8, and the nitrogen isotope ratio for each source is 

given in Table 3.2. The 
15

N isotopologue was below the noise level for all the oxygen-

rich stars and only lower limits of 
14

N/
15

N in these objects are given. For three of the 

carbon stars, YCVn, RY DRA and AFGL 190, the nitrogen isotope ratio is remarkably 

low.  

For most low and intermediate mass stars, when the hydrogen in the core is 

exhausted, the He-rich core starts to contract, until the temperature at the bottom of the 

hydrogen-rich envelope becomes high enough to ignite hydrogen, leading to the 

expansion of envelope and the start of the red giant phase. During this evolutionary stage, 

the envelope becomes unstable and convective, such that large amounts of material 

processed in the H-burning shell are restituted to the ISM in the form of mass loss. As 

can be seen in Figure 3.9, 
14

N/
15

N increases, while 
12

C/
13

C decreases in the circumstellar 

envelope. Meanwhile, He-burning in the core begins once the temperature in the 

contracting core has reached 0.1 billion K, halting the contraction of the core. Once the 

He in the core is depleted, the AGB phase begins, where the star consists of a carbon and 
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oxygen core, surrounded by helium and hydrogen shells. During this stage, the 

convective zone extend down to the He-burning shell, dredging up products of the triple-

α process, mainly 
12

C, which leads to an increase in 
12

C/
13

C in the now C-rich envelope 

(see Figure 3.9).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            Figure 3.8 

     Observed (solid line) and modeled (dashed line) spectra of H
13

CN  

                 and HC
15

N in four carbon rich AGB stars. 
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The above scenario explains the isotopic composition of most carbon-rich stars, however 

it cannot account for the composition of YCVn and RY DRA (Figure 3.9). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          Figure 3.9 

  Evolution of the isotopic composition at the surface of low and intermediate  

 mass stars, for increasing amounts of H-processed and He-processed ashes. 

 The starting composition is that of the local ISM. The squares represent the 

 isotopic composition of N-type carbon stars, the circles represent the J-type 

 stars, and the triangles are the measurements around the supernova remnants.  

 To explore potential pathways leading to the observed isotopic abundances in the 

J-type stars from the initial ISM composition, the chemical compositions of these stars 

with regard to the stable CNO isotopes (except for 
18

O which is not well measured in 
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stars) was examined in light of three nucleosynthesis processes: the triple-alpha process 

(or He-burning), the cold and the hot CNO (cold/hot H-burning). The equilibrium ratio 

for the cold CNO, the observed ratios in YCVn, RY DRA and the local ISM are given in 

Table 3.3, alongside the corresponding elemental abundances. The total sum 

12
C+

13
C+

14
N+

15
N+

16
O+

17
O is normalized. In Table 3.4, the equilibrium ratios for He-

burning (Arnould et al. 1999), and the ratios for the hot H-burning at 0.2×10
9
 K, after ten 

seconds (Audouze et al. 1973) are presented. 

 

From Table 3.3, one can see that 
14

N is mostly produced from the cold CNO cycle, while 

16
O (initially mainly produced in supernovae) is much more abundant within the local 

Table 3.3: Elemental abundances for the equilibrium cold CNO, the ISM, 

YCVn and RY DRA 

 
Cold CNO 

(H ashes)
a)

 
Local ISM 

YCVn 

(observed) 

RY DRA 

(observed) 

     
12

C/
13

C 3 68
b)

 2 – 8 3 
14

N/
15

N 25100 300
c)

 138 – 180 279 - 444 
16

O/
17

O 5 1900
d)

 575 ± 200 350 ± 200 
12

C/
16

O 0.04 0.46
e)

 0.85 0.92 
12

C/
14

N 0.007 3.4
e)

 3.8 3.65 

     
12

C 5.74×10
-3

 2.87×10
-1

 3.60×10
-1

 3.71×10
-1

 
13

C 1.91×10
-3

 4.22×10
-3

 1.20×10
-1

 1.23×10
-1

 
14

N 8.20×10
-1

 8.44×10
-2

 9.48×10
-2

 1.01×10
-1

 
15

N 3.00×10
-5

 2.80×10
-4

 5.30×10
-4

 2.30×10
-4

 
16

O 1.43×10
-1

 6.24×10
-1

 4.24×10
-1

 4.03×10
-1

 
17

O 2.87×10
-2

 3.20×10
-4

 7.40×10
-4

 1.15×10
-3

 
a)

 Arnould et al. 1999 
b)

 Milam et al. 2005 
c)

 Adande & Ziurys (Appendix D) 
d)

 Romano & Matteucci 2003 
e)

 Wilson & Rood 1994 
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interstellar gas. At the first order, the observe 
14

N/
16

O ratio in the envelope of YCVn and 

RY DRA should therefore indicate the relative portion of remnant original ISM gas and 

cold CNO ashes that comprise the circumstellar matter of these stars. Solving the 

following linear system, using the elemental abundances of table 3.3, yields: 









)()()(

)()()(
161616

141414

CNOcoldOISMOYCVnO

CNOcoldNISMNYCVnN




                                             (3.25) 

α ~ 67 % and β ~ 5 %, where α is the portion of nitrogen and oxygen atoms that have not 

been processed, and β the portion of atoms processed in the H-burning shells. For RY 

DRA, the same calculation yields α ~ 63 % and β ~ 6 %. Given these values, the 

normalized amount of 
12

C, 
13

C and 
15

N produced (1.92×10
-1

, 2.91×10
-3

 and 1.88×10
-4

 for 

YCVn) are smaller than the amounts actually observed. The missing 
12

C will come for a 

large part from He-burning ashes. However, the triple-alpha process does not produce 

13
C, so a fourth nucleosynthesis or mixing process must be invoked to explain the 

abundance of 
13

C. Hot H-burning is the only known process that can increase 
13

C 

whithout overproducing 
14

N at the same time, as can be seen from Table 3.4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.4: Isotope ratios for the triple-

alpha and hot CNO processes 

 
Triple α 

(He ashes) 
Hot CNO 

12
C/

13
C  10

10
  0.1 

14
N/

15
N 100  0.5 

16
O/

17
O 10

7
 10 

12
C/

16
O 5 10

-3
 

12
C/

14
N 10

9
 10

-2
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 The most probable scenario to explain the composition of J-type stars requires a 

degenerate helium core flash. For stars of mass lower than 2.2 M⊙, an electron 

degenerate core develops during the ascent to the Red Giant Branch (for stars of higher 

mass, He-burning temperatures are reached before the matter gets compressed down to a 

degenerate state). When He finally ignites and lifts the degeneracy in the core, a runaway 

reaction occurs, dredging up 
12

C produced by the triple-alpha process. During the dredge 

up, some of this 
12

C is further CNO-processed in the hydrogen burning shell, producing 

13
N, which later decays to 

13
C. The atoms are ejected at speeds of approximately 10

3
 

km.s
-1

, so that the cycle is quenched before the equilibrium is reached, and most of the 

13
N and 

13
C exit the shell burning region before converting to 

14
N. If the energy liberated 

is high enough to heat the proton shell above 10
8
 K, further hot-CNO processing can 

transform some of the dredged up carbon into 
15

O, which will decay to 
15

N. 
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3.6. SO and SO2 in the Circumstellar Envelope VY-Canis Majoris 

During the Red Supergiant (RSG) phase, massive stars (M > 8 M⊙) experience 

large mass-loss rates (~ 10
-5

 to 10
-3

 M⊙), surrounding themselves with an extended 

circumstellar envelope (CSE). The outflows from dying stars, enriched with elements 

processed by stellar nucleosynthesis, are the main contributors of matter in the Galaxy. It 

is estimated that more than 90% of dust in the Galaxy originated from CSEs (Karakas 

2010). 

CSEs come in two flavors, carbon-rich if their C/O ratio is greater than 1, oxygen-

rich otherwise. Historically, O-rich CSEs have received less attention than their C-rich 

counterparts, because in oxygen-rich CSEs most of the carbon is locked into CO, leading 

to an overall less rich chemistry. Nonetheless, some of the species present in O-rich 

envelopes are quite exotic, as attested by the recent detections of PO (Tenenbaum et al. 

2007), AlO (Tenenbaum & Ziurys 2009), TiO and TiO2 (Kaminski et al. 2013) in VY 

Canis Majoris (VY CMa). VY CMa, which had an initial mass of 25 to 35 M⊙, is 

surrounded by a complex asymmetrical CSE resulting from its high mass loss (Smith et 

al. 2001; Humphreys et al. 2007). The mass loss is irregular however. Infrared 

observations have revealed multiple kinematically distinct arcs and clumps, associated 

with past episodes of mass ejection (Humphreys et al. 2007).  

The discovery of a richer than expected chemistry has increased the interest in 

studying O-rich CSEs, and several astrochemical models have been constructed to predict 

molecular abundances in these envelopes (Willacy & Millar 1997, Cherchneff 2006). 

Sulfur monoxide and sulfur dioxide are two major molecules of the sulfur chemistry 
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network in O-rich CSEs. SO (Muller et al. 2007) and SO2 (Yamamura et al. 1999; Ziurys 

et al. 2007) have been detected both close to the star, and further in the envelope with 

significant abundances. The objective of the present study is to provide an accurate 

estimation of the spatial distribution and molecular abundances of SO and SO2 in the 

envelope of VY CMa, as well as the excitation conditions in the gas. Comparisons of 

observations with astrochemical models will give insight into the chemistry of these 

species. To precisely constrain the excitation conditions in the gas harboring SO and SO2, 

multiple transitions from a wide range of energy levels for both molecules must be 

modeled with a NLTE radiative transfer code and simultaneously fit to the observed 

transitions. 

  

3.6.1. ESCAPADE: NLTE Radiative Transfer Code  

No NLTE code was available which had the ability to model line emission from 

asymmetric top molecules like SO2 for a source with an arbitrary geometry, characterized 

by multiple asymmetric outflows. The code ESCAPADE was written to perform such a 

radiative transfer analysis. Heavily inspired by the previous code of Bieging and Tafalla 

(1993), it performs three main steps. In the first step, it discretizes the CSE into thin 

shells with homogeneous density and temperature conditions, and solves the equation of 

statistical equilibrium (3.16) for each shell using the escape probability formalism.  In a 

second step, the equation of radiative transfer is integrated across the shell to model the 

emergent molecular radiation. The emergent emission is convolved to a single dish 
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telescope beam in the final step, to simulate a line profile that can be compared with 

observational data. 

A sketch of the program structure for the first step is given in Figure 3.10. Each 

box represents one or two subroutines. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Figure 3.10 

  Flow chart of the first step of ESCAPADE. 

 

The radii of the shells are chosen such that the variations in density and 

temperature, usually given by a power law in 1/r
x
, are small from one position to another. 

Successive shell radii follow a geometric progression. The routine is initialized by setting 

a Boltzmann LTE distribution of level populations in the first shell (closest to the central 
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star). Taking into account all energy levels, the equations of statistical equilibrium (3.16) 

form a system of linear equations AX = B, where A is the square matrix holding the 

values of all collision rates and Einstein coefficients, X is the unknown vector of level 

populations ni, and B = 0. Because this system represents conditions of detailed balance, 

A is a singular matrix. Therefore solving this system of equation requires the replacement 

of the last row of A by an independent linear equation describing the conservation of 

matter: 

fnn H

i

i .
2

        (3.26) 

where f is the molecular abundance of the studied molecule relative to hydrogen.  

The Einstein coefficients were taken from the LAMBDA (Schoier et al. 2005) and 

CDMS (Muller et al. 2005) databases. Collision rates with H2 are imported from the 

LAMBDA database. The collision rates in the LAMDA database are for the most part 

obtained with theoretical calculations based on an approximate potential-energy surfaces. 

In certain cases, the error between these approximate rates and the most sophisticated 

calculations can be up to an order of magnitude (Lique et al. 2007). These types of errors 

would show up mainly by producing erroneous intensity ratios between the multiple 

simulated transitions.  

The radius dependent opacity for each transition in the Sobolev approximation is 

given by (Castor, 1970): 
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The escape probability for an envelope expending at constant velocity is given by the 

approximate formula (Bieging et al. 1984): 

21
02.0

8.01

2
3

2
)(
















      (3.28) 

  The linear system is solved for X using the LAPACK routine dgesv. Singularity issues 

tend to arise when trying to invert A if the populations in some of the levels ni
0
 are too 

small. To remedy the problem, a threshold condition is set to discard levels whose 

population is smaller than 10
-13

 molecules. Once the new level populations ni have been 

found, they are compared to the initial ni
0
. If the two population sets do not converge, a 

new calculation is made with updated values for the initial populations, otherwise the 

code starts the same procedure for the next shell. 

Once the level populations are known for each shell, the program calculates the 

emerging radiation by integrating the equation of radiative transfer through the 

successive shells, for each impact factor p, as shown in Figure 3.11. In the Rayleigh-

Jeans regime (valid at millimeter and submillimeter range), the equation of radiative 

transfer reads: 

)()()( zSzTz
dz

dT
B

B        (3.29) 

Here TB is the brightness temperature, κ the opacity coefficient and S the source function. 

Both κ and S only depend on the level populations at z, and are readily calculated: 
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)().()( 0  zz          (3.31) 

with the absorption coefficient: 
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   (3.32) 

where ϕ is a Gaussian line profile centered at the projected velocity V.uz (corrected by 

the LSR velocity), and with a width equal to the turbulent velocity υt: 
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       (3.33) 

The general solution to the differential equation (3.29) reads: 

 )()(
1)()()(








   




  eTdzzezSzT cmb

z

B    (3.34) 

Tcmb is the brightness temperature associated with the cosmic microwave background. 

The optical depth at z is defined as: 






z

dzzz ')'()(           (3.35) 

When outflows rather than a spherically symmetric envelope need to be considered, the 

source function and opacity are set to zero beyond the boundaries defined by a conic 

outflow. 
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     Figure 3.11 

       Scheme for the second step of ESCAPADE 

 

 

 Finally, the emerging radiation at each impact factor is convolved with the 

telescope beam power pattern. The gain function of a single dish antenna involves a 

combination of Bessel functions which can be approximated by a Gaussian (Kuiper et al. 

1976): 
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To telescope 
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θb is the telescope angular resolution and θ the angle between the central line of sight (p = 

0) and p (see figure 3.11). Assuming the telescope is correctly pointed toward the center 

of the star, the normalized antenna temperature is given as: 






 


 dpTg
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  dgP )(          (3.38) 

3.6.2. Results and Discussion 

 The line profile of SO and SO2 were reasonably well modeled using five 

kinematically distinct outflows, as detailed in Appendix F. The so called “spherical wind” 

corresponds to the more regular large scale spherically symmetric flow, driven by 

radiation pressure (Morris 1987), with an expansion velocity of 18 km.s
-1

. The blue-

shifted and the three red-shifted conical outflows are faster and correspond to episodic, 

particularly strong mass loss events that occurred within the last thousand years. The SO 

and SO2 emission from these outflows were first modeled independently, then averaged 

together to produce the observed line profiles. The result of this modeling is shown in 

Table 3.5. 

The high abundance of SO2 in the inner shell (r < 20 R*) contradicts current 

astrochemistry models of O-rich circumstellar envelopes. In kinetic models (Willacy & 

Millar al. 1997), SO2 is considered a daughter molecule, formed from the radical SO and 

OH. In shock models of the inner shell above the photosphere, SO2 is not produced in 

detectable abundances (Cherchneff 2006). Our observations, alongside previous infrared 
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detection of vibrationally excited SO2 near the stellar photosphere of several O-rich AGB 

stars (Yamamura et al. 1999) suggest that SO2 is instead a parent species, readily formed 

by thermodynamic equilibrium processes due to its closed shell nature. 

 

 

From Table 3.5 it can be seen that in the spherical wind, high SO and SO2 

abundances are maintained up to 25-50 R*, before rapidly decreasing (router is the distance 

from the star at which the abundance has dropped from its peak by a factor 1/e). In the 

conical outflows however the molecules are still relatively abundant far into the CSE, 

peaking between 200 and 600 stellar radii. This implies that contrary to the conclusions 

of kinetic models (Willacy & Millar 1997), little in situ production of SO2 and SO occurs 

Table 3.5: Model Results for VY CMa 

 
Position 

Angle 

Vertex 

Angle 

Vexp 

(km s
-1

) 

rpeak
 a)

 

(R*) 

router
b)

 

(R*) 

n(H2)peak
c)

 

(cm
-3

) 
f (X/H2) 

        

SO2        

Blue Outflow   20° 35°   - 35 400 500 1.0×10
7
 1.5×10

-7
 

Red Outflow 1 20° 35° + 35 400 550 8.1×10
6
 6.0×10

-8
 

Red Outflow 2 47° 25° + 45 600 700 1.0×10
6
 5.0×10

-8
 

Red Outflow 3 40° 40° + 24 200 350 1.0×10
7
 8.0×10

-8
 

Spherical Wind   ± 18 25 100 5.6×10
7
 2.5×10

-7
 

Inner Shell
d)

       ~ 10
-6

 – 10
-7

 

        

SO        

Blue Outflow 20° 40° - 35 400 600 1.0×10
7
 4.0×10

-8
 

Red Outflow 1 20° 40° + 35 400 600 8.1×10
6
 4.0×10

-8
 

Red Outflow 2 47° 25° + 45 600 800 1.0×10
6
 3.0×10

-8
 

Red Outflow 3 40° 45° + 24 200 400 1.0×10
7
 3.0×10

-8
 

Spherical Wind   ± 18 25 250 5.6×10
7
 2.5×10

-7
 

a)
 Assumes R* = 10

14
 cm 

b)
 For the  asymmetric  outflows  router = rpeak + routflow 

c)
 Peak density for given velocity component;  n0 for asymmetric outflows. 

d)
 Obtained from the v2 = 1 line of SO2 (see appendix F) 
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in the outer shell. Instead photodissociation, and possibly grain condensation processes 

dominate the chemistry of these species in the outer CSE. Boogert et al. (1997) report 

tentative detection of SO2 infrared species in the ices around the star forming region 

W33A. It should be noted that as reflected in table 3.5, SO is a photodissociation product 

of SO2 and its emission extends further than SO2 emission. Other processes must be 

invoked to explain the high abundances of SO2 and SO in the conical outflows deep into 

the CSE.  

One possibility is that the SO2 and SO molecules were swept from the inner shell 

zone during episodes of intense asymmetric mass loss. The higher densities in these 

outflows allowed high abundances of SO2 and SO to be maintained by slowing the 

photodissociation processes, and the higher dust temperatures could reduce grain 

condensation. Another scenario is that following the mass loss event, the passage of a 

shock front through regions of the circumstellar envelope could locally enhance the 

abundance of SO and SO2. The material ejected from the central star travels through the 

circumstellar envelope at supersonic speed (>10 km.s
-1

), creating a propagated pressure-

driven disturbance or shock. New chemical pathways are made available in shocked 

regions, as much higher energetic processes can take place. For a review on interstellar 

shocks, see for example McKee & Hollenbach (1980). Although aimed at molecular 

clouds rather than circumstellar envelopes, the two fluid shock model of Pineau des 

Forets et al. (1993) predicts that SO2 and SO abundances can be enhanced by the passage 

of a shock, and be maintained for a long time over long distances in the post-shocked 

regions, provided sulfur is in atomic form in the pre-shocked gas. A diagnostic of the 
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effects of shock chemistry may be the SO2/SO ratio. In kinetic models SO is always an 

order of magnitude more abundant than SO2. On the contrary, as can be seen in table 3.2, 

we observe that in the high density outflows of VY CMa, SO2 peaks a factor 1-4 higher 

than SO. 
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3.7. Astrobiology: Formamide in Molecular Clouds 

 A largely accepted paradigm for the origin of current DNA based cellular life is 

that of an evolutionary sequence from prebiotic organic compounds to RNA 

(abiogenesis) and finally DNA. RNA has been proposed as a precursor to DNA because 

unlike DNA, which is dependent on enzyme proteins for its replication, RNA presents 

both catalytic and genetic storage properties (Orgel 2004). An active area of bioorganic 

research thus consists in explicating scenarios in which the simplest organic chemicals 

can polymerize and lead to larger biomolecular components (ie. nucleosides and 

nucleotides), the building blocks of RNA. One recent scenario advocates formamide 

(NH2CHO) as a fundamental prebiotic precursor (Saladino et al. 2012). Experiments have 

shown that upon heating, and in the presence of mineral catalysts, formamide is 

transformed into both purines and pyrimidines, which are the two groups of nitrogenous 

bases in RNA nucleosides (Costanzo et al. 2007). It was additionally found that in the 

presence of formamide and phosphate donors, the phosphorylation of nucleosides readily 

occurs to form nucleotides. 

 An important criterion for a prebiotic compound is its availability and abundance 

on the early Earth, 4 billion years ago. One way formamide can be synthesized is from 

the hydrolysis of HCN. Some formamide could also have been exogenously delivered to 

Earth by comets, meteorites and interplanetary dust particles (IDPs), after having been 

formed via interstellar chemistry processes in the ISM. The objective of the present work 

was to investigate the abundance and distribution of formamide in molecular clouds 

within our galaxy, and estimate the amount of formamide that could have found its way 
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to early Earth by means of exogenous delivery. To this end, multiple a-type rotational 

transitions of NH2CHO were observed in a selection of seven warm, dense galactic 

molecular clouds. The list of recorded transitions and sources can be found in Appendix 

H. 

 Formamide was detected in all sources. Including Sgr B2 and the sources in 

Bisschop et al. (2007), the number of molecular clouds where NH2CHO has been 

unambiguously detected is now 13. This confirms that formamide is readily formed by 

astrochemical processes in typical dense molecular clouds. Based on the line shape (LSR 

velocity and linewidths) of the observed lines toward Orion-KL, formamide emission 

appears to come mainly from the warm halo surrounding the “Hot Core” region. This 

suggests that gas phase mechanisms are a leading synthesis pathway to formamide in 

interstellar space. Because of their fast reaction rates, ion-molecule (typical k ~ 2×10
-9

 

cm
3
.s

-1
) and electron recombination reactions (k ~ 10

-7
 cm

3
.s-

1
) are likely reactions 

pathways, as proposed by Halfen et al. (2011): 

 H2CO + NH4
+
 → NH3CHO

+
 + H2      (3.39) 

 NH3CHO
+
 + e

-
 → NH2CHO + H      (3.40) 

Other processes are also possible because formamide is present in relatively dense and 

warm gas, where potential reaction barriers could be overcome. Quan & Herbst (2007) 

propose the following scheme, including a radiative association followed by dissociative 

recombination: 

 H2CO + NH4
+
  NH4CH2O

+ 
+ hv      (3.41) 

 NH4CH2O
+
 + e

-
  NH2CHO + H + H2      (3.42) 
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Garrod et al. (2008) suggest a neutral-neutral mechanism, involving the radical NH2: 

 NH2 + H2CO → NH2CHO + H      (3.43) 

Finally formamide synthesis could also involve dust grain photochemistry, followed by 

evaporation of the grain mantle. Supporting this hypothesis are laboratory experiments 

which have shown that the UV irradiation of CO- and NH3- rich interstellar ice analogs 

lead to NH2CHO via successive hydrogenation reactions (Jones et al. 2011). There has 

also been a tentative detection of infrared formamide features in the spectra of interstellar 

ices toward the protostellar object NGC 7539 IRS9 (Raunier et al. 2004).  

Column densities of NH2CHO were calculated with rotation diagrams and LTE 

analysis. The range of column density values is 0.9 – 9.1×10
13

 cm
-2

, which corresponds 

to abundances relative to H2 of 0.1 – 1×10
-10

. It is interesting to note the similarity 

between these values in molecular clouds and the abundances measured for Hale-Bopp, a 

chemically rich, and bright Oort Cloud comet. In Hale-Bopp, [NH2CHO]/[H2O] ~ 1 – 

2×10
-4

, which would correspond to [NH2CHO]/[H2] ~ 1 – 2×10
-12

 in a typical molecular 

cloud. Based on this similarity, it is possible to suggest that planetesimals in our solar 

systems, namely comets, meteorites and IDPs, could contain unprocessed formamide 

from the nascent molecular cloud in which the Solar System accreted.  

How much of this interstellar formamide would have found its way to the early 

Earth? Based on extensive literature search, it was determined that meteorites are the 

most likely contributors to prebiotic formamide, possibly delivering up to 0.18 mmol/m
2
 

of formamide in a single impact (see Appendix H). Given formamide‟s low volatility 

(boiling point of 210 °C) and the lack of azeotrope mixtures between H2O and NH2CHO 
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(Costanzo et al. 2007), it is conceivable that formamide could accumulate at the surface 

of a mineral catalyst, in quantities sufficient for prebiotic synthesis. 
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                            OF SCS (X
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2
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   Journal of Molecular Spectroscopy, 278 (2012) 35-40  
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4
Σ

-
): 

    A COMBINED FOURIER TRANSFORM MICROWAVE  

                    AND MILLIMETER - WAVE STUDY 

 

                  G. R. Adande, L. M. Ziurys,  

   Journal of Molecular Spectroscopy, 290 (2013) 42-47  
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     Sgr B2 AND TMC-1: EVIDENCE FOR LOW TEMPERATURE 

         GAS–PHASE CHEMISTRY 

 

      G. R. Adande, D.T. Halfen, L. M. Ziurys, D. Quan and E. Herbst 

          The Astrophysical Journal, 725:561-570 (2010)  
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          SULFUR CHEMISTRY IN THE ENVELOPE OF  

 VY CANIS MAJORIS: 

     DETAILED ANALYSIS OF SO AND SO2 EMISSION 

 

             G. R. Adande, L. M. Ziurys,  

                 The Astrophysical Journal, submitted, 2013 
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FIGURE 5 
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                 APPENDIX F 

  ESCAPE: NLTE RADIATIVE TRANSFER CODE 
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c This module contains the parameters for the program 

 MODULE input 
    implicit none 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c molecule is either "linear", "symetric", or "asymmetric" telescope is the name of the telescope: both 12m and SMT are "ARO" 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    character (10) :: molecule="asymmetric" 

           character (10) :: telescope="ARO" 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c epsilon = limit for convergence between consecutively calculated populations nconv = how many iterations are allowed to reach 

convergence 
c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

    double precision :: epsilon=3.0d-2 

    integer :: nconv=5 

c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c distance = distance to star; rmin = radius of smallest shell; rmax = radius last shell rstep = parameter of shell width (recommended 

0.1 or less) 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    double precision :: distance=150.0 

    double precision :: rmin=4.01d14 
    double precision :: rmax=4.0d17 

    double precision :: rstep=0.05 

c---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c psiL = angle between line of sight and axis of the cone (in radian, from 0 to PI) 

c psiC = angle between axis of the cone and the side of the cone 
c NB. For a spherically symmetric shell, set both psiL and psiC to 10.0 

c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

     double precision :: psiL=10.0 
     double precision :: psiC=10.0 

c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Tstar = effective temperature of the central star for vibrational excitation calculations 
c Tk0, RTk0,gamma1 = parameters of kinetic temperature power law 

c ML, rstar, dens0,gamma2 = parameters for H2 density law 

c V = escape velocity 
c f0, rshell, router = parameters for abundance law 

c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    double precision :: Tstar=400.0d0 
    double precision :: Tk0=200.0d0 

    double precision :: RTk0=1.0d15 

    double precision :: gamma1=0.73d0 
    double precision :: ML=3.5d-5 

    double precision :: rstar=4.0d14 

    double precision :: V=14.5d0 
    double precision :: dens0=1.46d6 

    double precision :: rdens0=5.0d15 

    double precision :: gamma2=-2.0d0 
    double precision :: f0=5.1d-9 

    double precision :: rshell=7.6d16 

    double precision :: router=3.20d16 
c---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c nbr1 = number of non degenerate energy levels  in ground state 

c nbr2 = number of radiative transitions (length of Acoeff file) within the ground state 
c nbr3 = number of collisional transitions (length collrate file) in the ground state 

c nbr4 = number of temperatures available for collision rates 

c n1v = number of non degenerate energy levels in first vibrationally excited state 
c n2v = number of non degenerate transitions in the excited state 

c nir = number of IR transition between v2=1 and ground state 

c fracmin = if population level is smaller than fracmin, the level is discarded (1.0d-13 recommended) 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    double precision :: fracmin=1.0d-13 

    integer :: nbr1=198 
    integer :: nbr2=855 

    integer :: nbr3=19503 

    integer :: nbr4=11 
    integer :: n1v=168 
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    integer :: n2v=648 

    integer :: nir=764 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c fracrad = parameter for z integration (fraction of r) 

c fracV = parameter for z integration (fraction of turbulent V) 
c Vt = turbulence velocity (km/s) 

c VLSR = LSR velocity of star 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 double precision :: fracrad=0.05 

 double precision :: fracV=0.1 

 double precision :: Vt=1.6  
 double precision :: VLSR=-26.0 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

c If ortho-H2 and para-H2 rate coefficients are known, set orthopara=1. Otherwise set to 0 
c q1 = do you want the program to tell when convergence is achieved at each shell? yes=1. no=0 

c q2 = do you want program to tell when integration at each line of sight done? 1 or 0 

c q3 = do you want a simple power law for H2 density (q3 = 0) or do you want a law 
c      that uses the mass loss rate (q3=1) 

c q4 = do you want the final antenna temperature automatically corrected with beam efficiency  

c   (if you use 12m or SMT). 1 or 0 
c iconv = calculations of brightness temperatures for each line of sight and each transitions is long, 

c    you can specify which transitions to include in the calculations. 

c example: to include transitions 1,2,5,6,10 ==> iconv=(/1,2,5,6,10/) 
c it = length of the vector iconv (5 in previous example)  

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        integer :: orthopara=0 
 integer :: q1=1 

 integer :: q2=0 
 integer :: q3=0 

 integer :: q4=0 

 integer, dimension(3) :: iconv=(/14,19,26/) 
 integer :: it=3 

c---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c A few constants. 
c--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

           double precision :: Tcmb=2.73d0 

           double precision :: PI=3.14159265359 
           double precision :: c0=299792458 

           double precision :: h=6.62606957d-34 

           double precision :: kb=1.38065d-23 

 END MODULE input 
 

c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c This routine extract the collisional rates between two levels from collrates.dat. The format is the one of the LAMDA database 
c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        SUBROUTINE  collision_rates(k,C) 
 USE input 
        implicit none 

        double precision, dimension(nbr3,nbr4+3) :: Matrix 

        double precision, dimension(nbr1,nbr1), INTENT(OUT) :: C 
        integer :: i,l,j 

        integer, dimension(nbr3) :: m,n 

 integer, INTENT(IN) :: k 
 double precision :: Tk, ns, fs, Yf 

 double precision, dimension(nbr4) :: Temp 

 double precision, dimension(nbr3,nbr4) :: Y, Y2 
 double precision, dimension(nbr3) :: Tcollrate 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

c Import data from LAMDA-like text file. Store into 'Matrix' 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        open(UNIT=21, FILE="collrates.dat") 

        do i=1,nbr3 
           read(21,*) (Matrix(i,j),j=1,nbr4+3) 

        end do 

        close (UNIT=21) 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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c Obtain the kinetic temperature in the shell 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
        CALL shell_parameters(k,Tk,ns,fs) 

c---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Interpolate the collision rates for the shell temperature from the rates at the set temperatures provided by the LAMDA database 
c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 open(UNIT=31, FILE="temperature.dat") 

 do i=1,nbr4 
    read(31,*) Temp(i) 

 end do 

 close (UNIT=31) 
c---------------------interpolation of collision rates as a function of T--------- 

 if (Tk<=Temp(nbr4) .AND. Tk>=Temp(1)) then 

     do i=1,nbr3 
       do j=1,nbr4 

          Y(i,j)=Matrix(i,j+3) 

       end do 
    end do 

    do i=1,nbr3 

       CALL spline(Temp,Y(i,:),nbr4,2.0e30,2.0e30,Y2(i,:)) 
    end do 

    do i=1,nbr3 

       CALL splint(Temp,Y(i,:),Y2(i,:),nbr4,Tk,Yf) 
       Tcollrate(i)=Yf 

    end do 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c If the temperature in the shell is out of the range for which the collisional rates are known, the collision rates are not interpolated 

(isothermal rates beyond the temperature range) 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 else if (Tk>Temp(nbr4)) then 

    do i=1,nbr3 
       Tcollrate(i)=Matrix(i,nbr4+3) 

    end do 

 else if (Tk<Temp(1)) then 
    do i=1,nbr3 

       Tcollrate(i)=Matrix(i,4) 

    end do 
 end if 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Construct the collision rate matrix 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 do i=1,nbr1 

    do j=1,nbr1 
    C(i,j)=0 

    end do 

 end do 
        do i=1,nbr3 

           m(i)=Matrix(i,2) 

           n(i)=Matrix(i,3) 
        end do 

        do i=1,nbr3 

          C(m(i),n(i))=Tcollrate(i) 

        end do 

        END SUBROUTINE collision_rates 
 
c---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c This routine checks that the new populations calculated from solving the statistical equilibrium system and the old one from previous 

c iteration converge 
c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 SUBROUTINE convergence(Pini,k,conv,Pf,relation) 
 USE input 

 implicit none 
 double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v) :: deltaPOP,P 

 double precision :: Tk,ns,fs 

 double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v), INTENT(IN) :: Pini 
 logical, INTENT(OUT) :: conv 
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 double precision, INTENT(OUT) :: relation 

 double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v), INTENT(OUT) :: Pf 
 INTEGER :: i,j, imax, count,reset 

 integer, INTENT(IN) :: k 

c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c Retrieve the the new population calculated by SBRsolve.f 

c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 CALL solve(Pini,k,deltaPOP) 
 CALL shell_parameters(k,Tk,ns,fs) 

 do i=1,nbr1+n1v 

    Pf(i)=deltaPOP(i) 
    if (Pf(i)<0) then 

       print*, 'convergence error, negative populations' 

c       STOP 
       reset=1 

       EXIT 

    end if 
 end do 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Check that convergence is obtained 
c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 conv = .true. 

 do i=1,nbr1+n1v 
   if (Pf(i)/=0) then 

    relation=(Pf(i)-Pini(i))/Pini(i) 

       if (abs(relation)>=epsilon) then 
          conv=.false. 

   EXIT 
       end if 

    end if 

 end do 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c For checking the convergence behavior as the code runs. Useful to check if you get a convergence warning at the end of the run 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 if (reset==1) then 

    relation=100.0 

    Pf(:)=Pini(:) 
 end if 

 END SUBROUTINE convergence 
    

c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c This routine extracts the einstein coefficients between two levels from the Acoeff.dat file. The format of the file is the one used in 

the LAMDA database. 

c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 SUBROUTINE einstein_matrix(A,Air) 
 USE input 

 implicit none 
 double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v,nbr1+n1v), INTENT(OUT) :: A, 

     &       Air 

 double precision, dimension(nbr2+n2v,6) :: Matrix 
 double precision, dimension(nir,5) :: Matrixir 

 integer :: i,j 

 integer, dimension(nbr2+n2v) :: m,n 
 integer, dimension(nir) :: mvib, nvib 

c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Import data from Acoeff text file. Store into 'Matrix' (rotational transitions) 
c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 open(UNIT=11, FILE="Acoeff.dat") 

 do i=1,nbr2+n2v 
    read(11,*) (Matrix(i,j),j=1,6) 

 end do 

 close (UNIT=11)  
c------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Construct the einstein coefficients matrix 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 do i=1,nbr1+n1v 
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    do j=1,nbr1+n1v 

    A(i,j)=0 
    end do 

 end do 

 do i=1,nbr2+n2v 
    m(i)=Matrix(i,2) 

    n(i)=Matrix(i,3) 

 end do 
 do i=1,nbr2+n2v 

    A(m(i),n(i))=Matrix(i,4) 

 end do 
c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Import data from Air.dat text file. Store into 'Matrixir' (IR transitions) 

c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 if (nir>0) then 

          open(UNIT=21, FILE="Air.dat") 

          do i=1,nir 
             read(21,*) (Matrixir(i,j),j=1,5) 

          end do 

          close (UNIT=21) 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Construct the einstein coefficients matrix 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
          do i=1,nbr1+n1v 

             do j=1,nbr1+n1v 

             Air(i,j)=0.0d0 
             end do 

          end do 
          do i=1,nir 

             mvib(i)=Matrixir(i,2) 

             nvib(i)=Matrixir(i,3) 
          end do          

          do i=1,nir 

             Air(mvib(i),nvib(i))=Matrixir(i,4) 
          end do      

 else 

    do i=1,nbr1+n1v 
      do j=1,nbr1+n1v 

        Air(i,j)=0.0d0 

      end do 
    end do 

 end if 

 END SUBROUTINE einstein_matrix 
 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

c This module creates various vectors used in the other routines. the energy levels vector, degeneracies etc... 

c---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 MODULE energy_levels 
 USE input 

        CONTAINS 
           FUNCTION Energy() 

        implicit none 

        integer :: i,j 
        double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v) :: P,Ecm, Energy 

        double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v,5) :: Matrix 

c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c read the energy levels 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        open(UNIT=41, FILE="Elevels.dat") 
        do i=1,nbr1+n1v 

           read(41,*) (Matrix(i,j),j=1,5) 

        end do 
        close (UNIT=41) 

        do i=1,nbr1+n1v 

           Ecm(i)=Matrix(i,2) 
    Energy(i)=1.438775*Ecm(i) 
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        end do 

 END FUNCTION Energy 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Obtain the frequencies to use 

c---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    FUNCTION Freq() 

 implicit none 

        integer :: i,j 
        double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v,nbr1+n1v) :: FreqGHz, Freq  

        double precision, dimension(nbr2+n2v,6) :: Matrix 

        integer, dimension(nbr2+n2v) :: m,n 
        open(UNIT=51, FILE="Acoeff.dat") 

        do i=1,nbr2+n2v 

           read(51,*) (Matrix(i,j),j=1,6) 
        end do 

        close (UNIT=51) 

        do i=1,nbr2+n2v 
           m(i)=Matrix(i,2) 

           n(i)=Matrix(i,3) 

        end do 
 do i=1,nbr1+n1v 

  do j=1,nbr1+n1v 

  FreqGHz(i,j)=0 
  Freq(i,j)=0 

  end do 

 end do 
        do i=1,nbr2+n2v 

           FreqGHz(m(i),n(i))=Matrix(i,5) 
    Freq(m(i),n(i))=(1.0d9)*FreqGHz(m(i),n(i)) 

        end do 

 do i=1,nbr1+n1v 
    do j=1,nbr1+n1v 

    Freq(i,j)=Freq(j,i) 

    end do 
 end do 

 END FUNCTION Freq 

c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c read the degeneracy of each level 

c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

           FUNCTION degeneracy() 
        implicit none 

        integer :: i,j 

        double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v) :: degeneracy 
        double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v,5) :: Matrix 

        open(UNIT=61, FILE="Elevels.dat") 

        do i=1,nbr1+n1v 
           read(61,*) (Matrix(i,j),j=1,5) 

        end do 

        close (UNIT=61) 
        do i=1,nbr1+n1v 

           degeneracy(i)=Matrix(i,3) 

        end do 

        END FUNCTION degeneracy  

 END MODULE energy_levels 
 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c This routine calculates the escape probability Beta. It is an approximative expression for the geometry of the expanding sphere at 

constant velocity 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 SUBROUTINE escape(Pini,k,B) 
 USE input 

 USE energy_levels 
 implicit none 

 double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v,nbr1+n1v), INTENT(OUT) :: B 

 double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v,nbr1+n1v) :: tau 
 integer :: i,j 
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 double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v), INTENT(IN) :: Pini 

 integer, INTENT(IN) :: k 
 double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v,nbr1+n1v) :: Acoeff, Avib 

 double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v) :: E,g 

 CALL einstein_matrix(Acoeff,Avib) 
        CALL opticaldepth(Pini,k,tau) 

c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 E=Energy() 
 g=degeneracy() 

c----------------------------------Escape Probability Beta-------------------------------- 

c The formula is from W.J. Welsch and also used in Bieging and Taffala 1993 
c---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 do i=1,nbr1+n1v 

    do j=1,nbr1+n1v 
       if (tau(i,j)<0) then                           ! If tau<-1, the masing line is saturated 

  B(i,j)=1.0d0                                 ! The escape probability method can not properly handle this  

       else 
  B(i,j)=2/(3*tau(i,j)+2/(1+0.8*tau(i,j)))+ 

     &                  0.02*tau(i,j)/(1+tau(i,j)**2) 

        end if 
    end do 

 end do  

 END SUBROUTINE escape 
 

 MODULE functions 
 USE input 
 CONTAINS 

c----------------------------function to calculate radius at shell k---------------- 

        FUNCTION radius(k) 
          IMPLICIT NONE 

          double precision :: radius 

          integer, INTENT(IN) :: k 
           if (k==0) then 

           radius=0 

           else 
           radius=rmin*(rstep+1)**(k-1) 

           end if 

        END FUNCTION radius 
c-----calculate the line profile phi as a function of the projected velocity on z axis--------- 

        FUNCTION phi(x1,x2) 

           IMPLICIT NONE 
           double precision :: phi 

           double precision, INTENT(IN) :: x1, x2 

           phi=(1/(Vt*DSQRT(PI)))*DEXP(-((x1-x2-VLSR)/Vt)**2)* 
     &          (c0*h/(kb*1000)) 

        END FUNCTION phi 

c------------------Function to return the gain of the telescope antenna----------------- 
 FUNCTION gain(omega, resol) 

    implicit none 

    double precision, INTENT(IN) :: omega, resol 
    double precision :: gain 

    gain=DEXP(-2.77259*(omega/resol)**2) 

 END FUNCTION gain 

 END MODULE functions 
 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c This module contains the intial boltzmann population given the kinetic temperature in the first shell 

c--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 MODULE initial 
 USE input 
 CONTAINS 

    FUNCTION initialguess() 

 implicit none 
 integer :: i,j 

 double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v) :: P, E, initialguess,g 
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 double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v,5) :: Matrix 

 double precision :: Tk,nH2,fm,k,s,conversion 
 conversion=1.438775 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c obtain kinetic temperature in first shell 
c--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 CALL shell_parameters(1,Tk,nH2,fm) 

 open(UNIT=31, FILE="Elevels.dat")  
c---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c read the energy levels 

c---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
        do i=1,nbr1+n1v 

           read(31,*) (Matrix(i,j),j=1,5) 

        end do 
        close(UNIT=31) 

 do i=1,nbr1+n1v 

    E(i)=Matrix(i,2)*conversion 
    g(i)=Matrix(i,3) 

 end do 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c calculate population in each levels using boltzmann law 

c---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 do i=1,nbr1+n1v 
    P(i)=g(i)*dexp(-E(i)/Tk)*nH2*fm 

 end do  

c-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c normalize the populations 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 s=0 

 do i=1,nbr1+n1v 

    s=s+P(i) 
 end do 

 do i=1,nbr1+n1v 

    initialguess(i)=P(i)/s 
 end do 

 END FUNCTION initialguess 

 END MODULE initial 
 
 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c This routine calculates the opacity in the IR transitions if they are activated. This provides the attenuation part of the dilution-
attenuation factor W 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 SUBROUTINE iropacity(Pini,k,tir) 
 USE input 

 USE energy_levels  

 implicit none 
 double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v), INTENT(IN) :: Pini 

 integer, INTENT(IN) :: k 

 double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v) :: g, E 
 double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v,nbr1+n1v) :: Avib, 

     &     Acoeff, kir, IRtau 

 double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v,nbr1+n1v), INTENT(OUT) :: tir 
 double precision :: r1,r2 

 integer :: i, j 

        CALL einstein_matrix(Acoeff,Avib) 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Calculate radius of the shell being solved and initialize matrices 

c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 if (k>=2) then 

          r2=rmin*(rstep+1)**(k) 

   r1=rmin*(rstep+1)**(k-1) 
        E=Energy() 

        g=degeneracy() 

        do i=1,nbr1+n1v 
           do j=1,nbr1+n1v 
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           kir(i,j)=0 

           end do 
        end do 

c--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Expression of kappa (absorption in the IR) 
c---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        do i=1,nbr1+n1v 

           do j=1,nbr1+n1v 
                if (i>j) then 

              kir(i,j)=(1.19d-6)*g(i)*Avib(i,j)*(1/V)* 

     &               (Pini(j)/g(j)-Pini(i)/g(i))/((E(i) 
     &               -E(j))**3) 

                else if (j>i) then 

              kir(i,j)=(1.19d-6)*g(j)*Avib(j,i)*(1/V)* 
     &               (Pini(i)/g(i)-Pini(j)/g(j))/((E(j) 

     &               -E(i))**3) 

          end if 
     end do 

  end do 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c Integrating kappa at each radius. the opacity in from the previous shells are read from IRtau.dat. In the very first shell, that value 

c has been set to zero 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 open(UNIT=11, FILE="IRtau.dat") 

        do i=1,nbr1+n1v 

           read(11,*) (IRtau(i,j),j=1,nbr1+n1v) 
        end do 

 close(UNIT=11) 
 

   do i=1,nbr1+n1v 

     do j=1,nbr1+n1v 
             tir(i,j)=kir(i,j)*(r2-r1)+IRtau(i,j) 

     end do 

    end do 
c-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Write the IR opacity from that shell in IRtau.dat 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
        open(UNIT=11, FILE="IRtau.dat") 

        do i=1,nbr1+n1v 

           write(11,*) (tir(i,j), j=1,nbr1+n1v) 
        end do 

        close(UNIT=11) 

 end if 

 END SUBROUTINE iropacity 

 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c This routine builds the matrices for the statistical equilibrium system from the einstein coefficients, collision rates and escape 
c probability. 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 SUBROUTINE SEEmatrix(Pini,k,S1,R) 
 USE input 

 USE energy_levels 

 USE functions 
 implicit none 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c combine einstein and collrates to obtain the full SEE system: SEE1 * deltaPOP = RHS  (RightHandSide is a reduction of SEE2 into 
a 1  dimension vector 

c---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 double precision, dimension(nbr1,nbr1) :: Collrates, 
     &                               Collratespara,Collratesortho 

 double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v,nbr1+n1v), INTENT(OUT) :: S1 

 double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v,nbr1+n1v) :: S2, S3, Acoeff, 
     &       Avib,tauIR 

 double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v) :: S4,P,g,E 

 double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v), INTENT(OUT) :: R 
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 double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v,nbr1+n1v) :: Beta 

 double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v,nbr1+n1v) :: cste,F, 
     &     csteIR,W 

 double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v), INTENT(IN) :: Pini 

 integer :: i, j 
 integer, INTENT(IN) :: k   

 double precision :: count, ns, fs, Tk, factor 

 CALL escape(Pini,k,Beta) 
 CALL einstein_matrix(Acoeff,Avib) 

 CALL shell_parameters(k,Tk,ns,fs) 

 CALL iropacity(Pini,k,tauIR) 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

c Use the ortho/para collision rates coefficients if they exist 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 if (orthopara==1) then 

           CALL collision_ratespara(k,Collratespara) 

           CALL collision_ratesortho(k,Collratesortho) 
           Collrates=Collratespara*ns*0.25+Collratesortho*ns*0.75 

 else if (orthopara==0) then 

    CALL collision_rates(k,Collrates) 
    Collrates=ns*Collrates 

 else 

    print*, 'ERROR: wrong value of orthopara' 
 end if 

 F=Freq() 

 g=degeneracy() 
 E=Energy() 

c---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c Calculate the expression related to the planck function and the ambient radiation field 

c-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 cste(:,:)=0.0d0 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

c First in the ground state 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 do i=1,nbr1 

    do j=1,nbr1 

  if (Acoeff(i,j)/=0) then 
       cste(i,j)=dexp((E(i)-E(j))/Tcmb)-1 

  else 

       cste(i,j)=0.0d0 
  end if 

       cste(j,i)=cste(i,j) 

    end do 
 end do 

c---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Next in the v=1 state 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 if (n1v>0) then 

    do i=nbr1+1,nbr1+n1v 
      do j=nbr1+1,nbr1+n1v 

         if (Acoeff(i,j)/=0) then 

       cste(i,j)=dexp((E(i)-E(j))/Tcmb)-1 

  else 

       cste(i,j)=0.0d0 

  end if 
       cste(j,i)=cste(i,j) 

       end do 

    end do 
 end if 

c--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Building the left hand side of the statistical equilibrium equations system 
c--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 do i=1,nbr1+n1v 

    do j=1,nbr1+n1v 
    S1(i,j)=0.0d0 

    end do 
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 end do 

c----------------------- off-diagonal elements, v=0-->0 bloc matrix ------------------- 
 do i=1,nbr1 

    do j=1,nbr1 

             if (cste(i,j)==0) then 
  if (j>i) then 

  S1(i,j)=Collrates(j,i) 

  else if (j<i) then 
         S1(i,j)=Collrates(i,j)*dexp(-(E(i)-E(j))/Tk) 

     &               *(g(i)/g(j)) 

  else 
  S1(i,j)=0 

  end if 

      else 
  if (j>i) then 

 S1(i,j)=(Acoeff(j,i)*Beta(j,i)*(1+1/cste(j,i)) 

     &          +Collrates(j,i)) 
  else if (j<i) then 

        S1(i,j)=-(-Acoeff(i,j)*Beta(i,j)*(g(i)/g(j))/cste(i,j) 

     &          -Collrates(i,j)*dexp(-(E(i)-E(j))/Tk) 
     &           *(g(i)/g(j))) 

  end if 

       end if 
    end do 

 end do 

c----------------------- off-diagonal elements, v=1-->1 bloc matrix -------------------   
 if (n1v>0) then 

         do i=nbr1+1,nbr1+n1v 
           do j=nbr1+1,nbr1+n1v 

             if (cste(i,j)==0) then 

                S1(i,j)=0.0d0 
      else 

                if (j>i) then 

        S1(i,j)=Acoeff(j,i)*(1+1/cste(j,i)) 
                else if (j<i) then 

        S1(i,j)=-(-Acoeff(i,j)*(g(i)/g(j))/cste(i,j)) 

                end if 
             end if               

           end do 

         end do 
 end if 

c-------------------------- diagonal elements, from the v=0-->0 transitions --------------------- 

 do i=1,nbr1+n1v 
    do j=1,nbr1+n1v 

    S3(i,j)=0 

    end do 
 end do 

        do i=1,nbr1 

           do j=1,nbr1 
             if (cste(i,j)==0) then 

               if (j<i) then 

               S3(i,j)=-Collrates(i,j) 

               else if (j>i) then 

               S3(i,j)=-Collrates(j,i)*dexp(-(E(j)-E(i))/Tk) 

     &                  *g(j)/g(i) 
               else 

                S3(i,j)=0 

               end if 
             else 

                if (j<i) then 

        S3(i,j)=-(Acoeff(i,j)*Beta(i,j)*(1+1/cste(i,j)) 
     &          +Collrates(i,j)) 

                else if (j>i) then 

        S3(i,j)=(-Acoeff(j,i)*Beta(j,i)*(g(j)/g(i))/cste(j,i) 
     &          -Collrates(j,i)*dexp(-(E(j)-E(i))/Tk) 

     &         *g(j)/g(i)) 
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                end if 

              end if 
           end do 

        end do 

c-------------------------- diagonal elements, from the v=1-->1 transitions--------------------- 
 if (n1v>0) then 

          do i=nbr1+1,nbr1+n1v 

           do j=nbr1+1,nbr1+n1v 
             if (cste(i,j)==0) then 

                S3(i,j)=0 

             else 
                if (j<i) then 

        S3(i,j)=-Acoeff(i,j)*(1+1/cste(i,j)) 

                else if (j>i) then 
        S3(i,j)=-Acoeff(j,i)*(g(j)/g(i))/cste(j,i) 

                end if 

              end if 
           end do 

          end do 

 end if 
c---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Now building the off diagonal bloc matrices of S1, v=1-->0 and v=1-->1 

c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Calculate the expression related to the planck function and the ambient 

c radiation field 
c-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        csteIR(:,:)=0.0d0 
        if (n1v>0) then 

         do i=1,nbr1+n1v 

           do j=1,nbr1+n1v 
                if (Avib(i,j)/=0 .AND. i>j) then 

              csteIR(i,j)=dexp((E(i)-E(j))/Tstar)-1 

       csteIR(j,i)=csteIR(i,j) 
                else 

              csteIR(i,j)=0.0d0 

                end if 
           end do 

         end do 

        end if 
c -------------------Calculating the dilution-attenuation factor---------------- 

 if (n1v>0) then 

  do i=1,nbr1+n1v 
    do j=1,nbr1+n1v 

      if (csteIR(i,j)/=0) then 

    W(i,j)=DEXP(-tauIR(i,j))*0.5*(1-DSQRT(1-(rstar/radius(k))**2)) 
       else 

     W(i,j)=0.0d0 

       end if 
    end do 

  end do 

 end if 

c----------------------- off-diagonal elements, v=1-->0 bloc matrices ------------------- 

        if (n1v>0) then 

         do i=1,nbr1 
           do j=nbr1+1,nbr1+n1v 

             if (csteIR(i,j)==0) then 

                S1(i,j)=0.0d0 
             else                    

        S1(i,j)=Avib(j,i)*(1+W(i,j)/csteIR(j,i)) 

      end if 
    end do 

   end do 

   do i=nbr1+1,nbr1+n1v 
     do j=1,nbr1 

       if (csteIR(i,j)==0) then 
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  S1(i,j)=0.0d0 

             else 
         S1(i,j)=Avib(i,j)*W(i,j)*(g(i)/g(j))/csteIR(i,j) 

              end if 

           end do 
         end do 

        end if 

c-------------------------- diagonal elements, from the v=1-->0 transitions --------------------- 
        if (n1v>0) then 

          do i=1,nbr1 

           do j=nbr1+1,nbr1+n1v 
             if (csteIR(i,j)==0) then 

                S3(i,j)=0 

             else 
          S3(i,j)=-Avib(j,i)*W(i,j)*(g(j)/g(i))/csteIR(i,j) 

       end if 

     end do 
    end do 

    do i=nbr1+1,nbr1+n1v 

      do j=1,nbr1 
        if (csteIR(i,j)==0) then 

    S3(i,j)=0 

               else 
         S3(i,j)=-Avib(i,j)*(1+W(i,j)/csteIR(i,j)) 

                end if 

           end do 
          end do 

        end if 
c---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Sum of S3 columns to get S1(i,i) 

c---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
        do i=1,nbr1+n1v 

        count=0 

           do j=1,nbr1+n1v 
           count=S3(i,j)+count 

           end do 

        S1(i,i)=count 
        end do 

c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Building RHS part 
c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        do i=1,nbr1+n1v 

           R(i)=0.0d0 
 end do 

 END SUBROUTINE SEEmatrix 

 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
c This routine calculates the parameters in the sheel at each step of the iteration: Temperature, H2 density and fractional abundance 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 SUBROUTINE shell_parameters(k,T,n,f) 
 USE input 

 implicit none 

 integer, INTENT(IN) :: k 
 double precision, INTENT(OUT) :: T,n,f 

 double precision :: r, Mloss, Vel  

c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c Radius at the shell k. The radius follow a geometric sequence 

c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 r=rmin*(rstep+1)**(k-1) 
c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

c Calculating kinetic temperature in shell k, according to power law in Pulliam et al. 2011 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 T=Tk0*(RTk0/r)**gamma1 

c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- 

c Calculating H2 density 
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c---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c---------------------Option 1: Using power law of Ziurys et al. 2009--------------------- 
 if (q3==1) then 

c Converting V to cm/s and ML to molecule/s  

    Vel=V*1.0d5 
    MLoss=ML*1.899143595d49 

    n=MLoss/((4*PI*Vel)*(1-(rstar/r))*r**2) 

c--------------------Option 2: Using another power law------------------------------ 
 else if (q3==0) then  

 n=(dens0)*(r/rdens0)**(gamma2) 

 end if 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Calculating fractional abundance Xmolecule/XH2, law in Ziutys et al. 2009 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 f=f0*exp(-((r-rshell)/router)**2) 

 END SUBROUTINE shell_parameters 
 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c This routine solves the statistical equilibrium system in the form AX=B. A, B have been provided by the SEE.f routine 

c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 SUBROUTINE solve(Pini,k,DPOP)  
 USE input 

 USE energy_levels 

 implicit none 
 double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v,nbr1+n1v) :: SEE 

 double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v) :: RHS, g 
 double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v), INTENT(OUT) :: DPOP 

 integer :: info, i,j, imax,nl,nc,NRHS,LDA,LDB, count,p 

 integer, dimension(:), allocatable :: IPIV,null 
 double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v), INTENT(IN) :: Pini 

 integer, INTENT(IN) :: k 

 double precision :: RCOND, factor,m, ns,fs,Tk 
 double precision, dimension(:), allocatable :: WORK  

 integer, dimension(nbr1+n1v) :: IWORK 

 double precision, dimension(:,:), allocatable :: S 
 double precision, dimension(:), allocatable :: R 

 g=degeneracy() 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c Retrieve the statistical equilibrium equations system from SEE.f 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 CALL SEEmatrix(Pini,k,SEE,RHS) 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

c Select only level with sufficient population, to avoid singularity issues for the  

c statistical equilibrium matrix in the outer shells as temperature drops 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        CALL shell_parameters(k,Tk,ns,fs) 

 imax=nbr1+n1v 
 count=0                                              ! count gets how many levels should be discarded 

 do i=1,nbr1+n1v 

    if (Pini(i)/SUM(Pini)<fracmin) then 
       count=count+1 

    end if 

 end do 
 imax=nbr1+n1v-count                                  ! imax indexes the size of the new system of equations to solve 

        LDA=imax 

        NRHS=1 
        LDB=imax 

 allocate(null(nbr1+n1v)) 

        allocate(IPIV(imax)) 
        allocate(S(imax,imax)) 

        allocate(R(imax)) 

c-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c Switch the matrix rows to place level with zero population at the end 

c-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 null(:)=0 
 if (count/=0) then 
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  do i=1,nbr1+n1v 

    if (Pini(i)/SUM(Pini)<fracmin) then                ! the index of the level to discard is put in null 
      null(i)=i 

    else 

      null(i)=0 
    end if 

  end do 

  p=0 
         do i=1,imax 

    if (null(i)/=0) then 

      do while (null(i+p)/=0) 
        p=p+1 

      end do 

    end if 
      SEE(i,:)=SEE(i+p,:)                               ! the levels with low population are discarded 

   end do  

c-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c Switch the columns in a similar way 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

         p=0 
         do i=1,imax 

           if (null(i)/=0) then 

             do while (null(i+p)/=0) 
               p=p+1 

             end do          

           end if         
             SEE(:,i)=SEE(:,i+p) 

          end do 
 end if 

c------------------------------------------------------------------ 

c Assigning SEE to S 
c----------------------------------------------------------------- 

 do i=1,imax 

   do j=1,imax 
    S(i,j)=SEE(i,j) 

   end do 

 end do 
c--------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Right Hand side term 

c-------------------------------------------------------------- 
 do i=1,imax 

    R(i)=0 

 end do 
c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c The system for detailed balance is singular (colinearity of rows of the matrix 

c and determinant is zero. The last row is replaced by the conservation of matter equation 
c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 do i=1,imax 

    S(imax,i)=1 
 end do 

 R(imax)=ns*fs 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

c Use solver from LAPACK: AX=B with A square real matrix 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------   

 CALL dgesv(imax,NRHS,S,LDA,IPIV,R,LDB,info) 
c---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Store the solution to the variation in level populations in DPOP 

c-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 DPOP(:)=0.0d0 

 p=0 

 do i=1,imax 
           if (null(i)/=0) then 

      do while (null(i+p)/=0) 

        p=p+1 
      end do 

    end if 
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  DPOP(p+i)=R(i) 

 end do 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

c Optional: uncheck if you to see the populations before and after call to dgesv 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
        open(UNIT=81, FILE="population.out") 

        do i=1,imax 

           write(81,*) Pini(i),DPOP(i),R(i),SUM(Pini),count 
        end do 

 do i=imax+1,nbr1+n1v 

  write(81,*) Pini(i),DPOP(i),'nothing',SUM(Pini),SUM(DPOP),count 
 end do 

        close (UNIT=81) 

 END SUBROUTINE solve 
 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

c This routine determines the optical depth of a given transition based on the levels populations and einstein coefficients 
c The formula used is from castor (1970) 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        SUBROUTINE opticaldepth(Pini,k,t) 
 USE input 
 USE energy_levels 

        implicit none 

        double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v,nbr1+n1v) :: Acoeff, 
     &     Avib 

        integer :: i,j 
 integer, INTENT(IN) :: k 

 double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v), INTENT(IN) :: Pini 

 double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v,nbr1+n1v), INTENT(OUT) :: t 
 double precision :: r 

 double precision, dimension(nbr1+n1v) :: E,g 

 CALL einstein_matrix(Acoeff,Avib) 
c------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Calculate radius of the shell being solved and initialize matrices 

c------------------------------------------------------------------- 
        r=rmin*(rstep+1)**(k-1) 

 E=Energy() 

 g=degeneracy() 
 do i=1,nbr1+n1v 

    do j=1,nbr1+n1v 

    t(i,j)=0.0d0 
    end do 

 end do 

c--------------------------------------------------------- 
c Calculate tau for each transition 

c------------------------------------------------------ 

 do i=1,nbr1+n1v 
    do j=1,nbr1+n1v 

  if (i>j) then 

       t(i,j)=(1.19d-6)*g(i)*Acoeff(i,j)*(r/V)* 
     &               (Pini(j)/g(j)-Pini(i)/g(i))/((E(i) 

     &               -E(j))**3) 

       t(j,i)=t(i,j) 
  end if 

    end do 

 end do 

 END SUBROUTINE opticaldepth 
 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
c Shell is the main program. Oversees the execution of the routines and increment the shell count until all populations are known for  

c each  shell 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 PROGRAM shell 
 USE initial 

 USE input 
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 USE energy_levels 

 implicit none 
 integer :: i,j,iter,nshells,yesno,question,cvge,count 

 logical :: converge 

 double precision, dimension(:), allocatable :: POP, X,g,E,POPstore 
 double precision, dimension(:,:), allocatable :: POPshells,PROFILE 

 double precision, dimension(:,:), allocatable :: POPtot,IRtau 

 double precision :: fm,nH2,Tk,Ntot,r,eps1,eps2,eps 
c---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Calculate the number of shells 

c--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 nshells=INT(DLOG(rmax/rmin)/DLOG(1+rstep))+1     ! each shell is X% larger than the previous one (geometric series)  

 print*, 'the number of shells is' 

 print*, nshells 
        if (nshells>=1000) then 

    print*, 'It will take a while, do you want to continue?' 

    print*, 'if no press 0 and change rstep, if yes press 1' 
    read*, yesno  

    if (yesno==0) then 

    STOP 
    end if 

 end if 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c initialize the population in shell nbr 1 with boltzmann distribution. Also initialize the IR optical depth if vibrational states are 

selected 

c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 allocate(POP(nbr1+n1v)) 

 allocate(X(nbr1+n1v)) 
 allocate(POPstore(nbr1+n1v)) 

        iter=1 

        CALL shell_parameters(iter,Tk,nH2,fm) 
           POP=nH2*fm*initialguess() 

 allocate(POPshells(nbr1+n1v,nshells)) 

 allocate(POPtot(nbr1+n1v,nshells)) 
        do i=1,nbr1+n1v 

           do j=1,nshells 

           POPshells(i,j)=0 
           end do 

        end do 

 allocate(IRtau(nbr1+n1v,nbr1+n1v)) 
   do i=1,nbr1+n1v 

      do j=1,nbr1+n1v 

  IRtau(i,j)=0.0d0 
      end do 

   end do 

          open(UNIT=11, FILE="IRtau.dat") 
   do i=1,nbr1+n1v 

      write(11,*) (IRtau(i,j), j=1,nbr1+n1v) 

   end do 
   close(UNIT=11)  

c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c start the loop over the shells and initialize the various counters. The incrementation happens 

c when the populations at each step converges within epsilon 

c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 count=0 
 do i=1,nshells 

          r=rmin*(rstep+1)**(iter-1) 

    converge = .false.                
    cvge=0 

    POPstore(:)=POP(:) 

    eps1=100 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c continue the loop until the old and new populations converge, or until cvge > max number of iterations 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    do while (converge .eqv. .false.) 

        CALL convergence(POP,iter,converge,X,eps) 
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  cvge=cvge+1 

  eps2=abs(eps) 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

c update the new population after each iteration  

c---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       if (eps2<eps1) then 

        do j=1,nbr1+n1v 

     POPstore(j)=POP(j) 
     POP(j)=X(j) 

     eps1=eps2 

        end do 
       else 

  do j=1,nbr1+n1v 

     POP(j)=POPstore(j) 
  end do 

       end if 

       if (cvge>=nconv) then                    ! counter for the number of time the populations did not   
       count=count+1                            ! converge to the desired treshold 

  EXIT 

       end if 
    end do 

c--------------optional, if you want updates about the calculations while the code is running---------- 

 if (q1==1) then 
    print*, 'convergence :', nshells-i 

 end if 

c-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c once convergence obtained, store the population for the shell in POPshell 

c-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    do j=1,nbr1+n1v 

      if (POP(j)<1.0d-30) then 

  POPshells(j,i)=0 
      else 

         POPshells(j,i)=POP(j) 

      end if 
    end do 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Call the shell parameters routine to increment POP and adjust the initial population according to nH2 and molecular abundance f in 
the new shell 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 
   do j=1,nbr1+n1v 

       POP(j)=POP(j)/(nH2*fm) 

   end do 
    iter=iter+1 

    CALL shell_parameters(iter,Tk,nH2,fm) 

    do j=1,nbr1+n1v 
       POP(j)=POP(j)*fm*nH2 

    end do 

    if (fm*nH2<1.0d-30) then 
       print*, 'population is smaller than 1.0e-30 at shell', iter 

       EXIT 

    end if 

 end do 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c                          display of results  
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 allocate(g(nbr1+n1v)) 

 g=degeneracy() 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

c Column density calculation 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Ntot=0.0d0 

 do i=1,nshells 

    do j=1,nbr1+n1v 
      POPtot(j,i)=POPshells(j,i) 

    end do 
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 end do 

 do i=1,nshells 
   Ntot=Ntot+SUM(POPtot(:,i)) 

     &              *rmin*rstep*(rstep+1)**(i-1) 

 end do 
   Ntot=2*Ntot 

        print*, 'Calculations complete' 

 if (count>nshells/2) then 
   print*, 'WARNING: the populations did not converge to desired  

     & precision in more than 50% of the shells' 

 end if 
 print*, 'spherically symmetric column density (in cm-2):' 

 write(*,"(ES12.3)") Ntot 

c---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c Write results into files. popshells.out is used by other programs 

c---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        open(UNIT=11, FILE="popshells.out") 
        do i=1,nbr1+n1v 

           write(11,*) (POPshells(i,j), j=1,nshells) 

        end do 
 close(UNIT=11) 

 open(UNIT=31, FILE="levelpop.out")   ! here the column are level populations, lines are shell 

numbers 
 do i=1,iter-2 

    write(31,*) (POPshells(j,i), j=1,nbr1+n1v) 

 end do 

 END 
 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
c After the level populations are known for each shell, brightness.f calculates the emerging radiation and convolve it c with the 

telescope beam 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 PROGRAM speconvol 
 USE input 

 USE energy_levels 
 USE functions 

 IMPLICIT NONE 

 integer :: ip,ir,nshells,i,j,nfreq,p,k,nangles,n,index 
        double precision, dimension(:), allocatable :: E,g,S2,K2,S1,K1, 

     &                             Ek,lambda,resol,F,theta,Power 

        double precision, dimension(:,:), allocatable :: Matrix, Acoeff, 
     &                    POPu, POPl, dnu, dnl,Avib 

        integer, dimension(:), allocatable :: u,l,treshold 

 double precision :: z,dz,dz1,dz2,zmax,r1,r2,Sr,K0,xvel,radius,phi 
     &                  ,omega1,omega2,omegaB,size,Ae,r,omega_min,omegam 

     &                  ,omega_max,rresol,nu,nl, BeamEff,iangle,domega 

 double precision, dimension(:), allocatable :: R_vec,Doppler 
 double precision, dimension(:,:),allocatable :: POPshell 

        double precision, dimension(:,:),allocatable :: Source,Sd,kappa0 

     &                                             ,Kd,tau1,tau2,TB,TR 
 double precision, dimension(:,:,:), allocatable :: TBf 

 real :: Dish 

 double precision, dimension(:), allocatable :: eta, Deta, XF 
c---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c number of shells 

c--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
        nshells=INT(DLOG(rmax/rmin)/DLOG(1+rstep))+1 

c--------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c                   building the velocity X-axis (Doppler) for line fit 
c The Doppler vector covers -V+extra to + V+extra. Extra=5*Vt, with a sampling step of Vt/10 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 nfreq=INT((5*Vt+V)/(Vt*0.1)) 
 allocate(Doppler(2*nfreq+1)) 

 Doppler(nfreq+1)=VLSR 

 do i=1,nfreq 
    Doppler(nfreq+1+i)=VLSR+i*Vt/10 
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    Doppler(nfreq+1-i)=2*VLSR-Doppler(nfreq+1+i) 

 end do 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

c                Read the matrix of level populations in each shell 

c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 allocate(POPshell(nbr1+n1v,nshells)) 

        open(UNIT=11, FILE="popshells.out") 

        do i=1,nbr1+n1v 
           read(11,*) (POPshell(i,j),j=1,nshells) 

        end do 

        close (UNIT=11) 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

c Create the index for upper and lower levels, and vector where energy of the transition is stored (in K). Also call einstein coefficients 

routine in preparation of calculation of kappa 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

        allocate(E(nbr1+n1v)) 

        allocate(g(nbr1+n1v)) 
        allocate(Matrix(nbr2+n2v,3)) 

        allocate(u(nbr2+n2v)) 

        allocate(l(nbr2+n2v)) 
        allocate(Ek(nbr2+n2v)) 

        allocate(F(nbr2+n2v)) 

        allocate(Acoeff(nbr1+n1v,nbr1+n1v)) 
        allocate(Avib(nbr1+n1v,nbr1+n1v)) 

        open(UNIT=21, FILE="Acoeff.dat") 

        do i=1,nbr2+n2v 
           read(21,*) (Matrix(i,j),j=1,3) 

        end do 
        close(UNIT=21) 

        E=Energy() 

        g=degeneracy() 
        do i=1,nbr2+n2v 

           u(i)=Matrix(i,2) 

           l(i)=Matrix(i,3) 
           Ek(i)=E(u(i))-E(l(i)) 

        end do 

        CALL einstein_matrix(Acoeff,Avib) 
c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Create the vectors storing upper and lower populations at each transition for each radius 

c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 allocate(POPu(nbr2+n2v,nshells+1)) 

 allocate(POPl(nbr2+n2v,nshells+1)) 

 do i=1,nbr2+n2v 
   POPu(i,1)=0.0d0 

    do j=1,nshells 

       if (POPshell(u(i),j)/=0) then 
         POPu(i,j+1)=POPshell(u(i),j) 

       else 

  POPu(i,j+1)=0.0d0 
       end if 

    end do 

 end do 

        do i=1,nbr2+n2v 

   POPl(i,1)=0.0d0 

           do j=1,nshells 
              if (POPshell(l(i),j)/=0) then 

                POPl(i,j+1)=POPshell(l(i),j) 

              else 
                POPl(i,j+1)=0.0d0 

       end if 

           end do 
        end do 

c---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Preparing the interpolation of ln(POPu) and ln(POPl) at any given radius. Ln avoids too small/big numbers. Only do it for selected 
levels to decrease computation time 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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 allocate(R_vec(nshells+1)) 

 allocate(dnu(it,nshells+1)) 
 allocate(dnl(it,nshells+1)) 

 R_vec(1)=0.0d0 

        do i=1,nshells 
           R_vec(i+1)=DLOG(radius(i)) 

        end do 

        do index=1,it 
   i=iconv(index) 

       CALL spline(R_vec,POPu(i,:),nshells+1,2.0d30,2.0d30,dnu(index,:)) 

       CALL spline(R_vec,POPl(i,:),nshells+1,2.0d30,2.0d30,dnl(index,:)) 
        end do 

 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c For each level, determine the shell number where the population becomes zero. The interpolation is 

c not reliable after this number and the source function and kappa will be set to zero 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 allocate(treshold(nbr1+n1v)) 

 treshold(:)=0 

 do i=1,nbr1+n1v 
    do j=1,nshells 

       treshold(i)=treshold(i)+1 

       if (POPshell(i,j)==0) then 
         treshold(i)=j 

         EXIT 

       end if 
    end do 

    if (treshold(i)>=nshells) then 
     treshold(i)=nshells 

    end if 

 end do 
c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Expression of the source function and opacity kappa at each shell radius 

c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
        allocate(Source(it,nshells+1)) 

        allocate(kappa0(it,nshells+1)) 

        do index=1,it 
          i=iconv(index) 

    do j=1,nshells+1 

       Source(index,j)=0.0d0 
       kappa0(index,j)=0.0d0 

    end do 

 end do 
         do index=1,it 

          i=iconv(index) 

    do j=2,treshold(u(i))-1 
       Source(index,j)=Ek(i)/( 

     &                 (g(u(i))*POPl(i,j))/ 

     &                 (g(l(i))*POPu(i,j))-1) 
       kappa0(index,j)=(8.24d-2)*POPu(i,j)*Acoeff(u(i),l(i))*( 

     &                 (g(u(i))*POPl(i,j))/        

     &                 (g(l(i))*POPu(i,j))-1)/(Ek(i)**2) 

     end do 

  end do 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
c Allocate matrix sizes necessary for the loops 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

        allocate(S2(it)) 
        allocate(S1(it)) 

        allocate(K1(it)) 

        allocate(K2(it)) 
        allocate(tau1(it,2*nfreq+1)) 

        allocate(tau2(it,2*nfreq+1)) 

        allocate(TB(it,2*nfreq+1)) 
        allocate(TBf(nshells+1,it,2*nfreq+1)) 

        allocate(lambda(nbr2+n2v)) 
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        allocate(resol(it)) 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c At each impact parameter p (p is the shell number), the emerging intensity is integrated along the z axis. 

c Starting the loop at the impact parameter for radius(ip)=0 (center of the star) 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 do ip=0,nshells 

c---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Initializing z, r1, Source function S1 and kappa0 K1 
c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    z=-DSQRT(radius(nshells+1)**2-radius(ip)**2) 

    r1=radius(nshells+1) 
        do index=1,it 

          i=iconv(index) 

       S1(index)=Source(index,nshells+1) 
       K1(index)=kappa0(index,nshells+1) 

       if (abs(K1(i))<1.0d-30) then 

         K1(i)=0.0d0 
       end if 

    end do 

c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c Maximum value of z for the integration 

c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    zmax=DSQRT(radius(nshells+1)**2-radius(ip)**2) 
c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Initializing tau(z) and TB(z) 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
        do index=1,it 

          i=iconv(index) 
       do j=1,2*nfreq+1 

         tau1(index,j)=0.0d0 

         tau2(index,j)=0.0d0 
         TB(index,j)=0.0d0 

       end do 

    end do 
c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c determining the initial integration step dz 

c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
           dz1=(r1**2/abs(z))*fracrad 

    if (ip==0) then 

       dz2=dz1 
    else 

       dz2=r1*((r1/radius(ip))**2)*fracV*Vt/V 

    end if 
c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Starting the loop for calculation of the intensity along the line of sight z 

c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
           do while (z<=zmax) 

              dz=DMIN1(dz1,dz2) 

c---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c Determination of the radius at z+dz for interpolation 

c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

       r2=DSQRT((z+dz)**2+radius(ip)**2) 

c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

c Geometric constraint of conical outflow 

c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  if (psiL/=10 .AND. psiC/=10 .AND. ip==0 .AND.  

     &                  psiL-psiC>0 .AND. psiL+psiC<PI) then 

                    EXIT 
  else 

        if (psiL/=10 .AND. psiC/=10 .AND. ip/=0 .AND.  

     &       radius(ip)>=rmax*abs(DCOS(PI/2-psiL-psiC))) then 
                    K2(:)=0.0d0 

                    S2(:)=0.0d0 

        else if (psiL/=10 .AND. psiC/=10 .AND. psiL+psiC<PI 
     &            .AND. ip/=0 .AND.  

     &           z+dz<=radius(ip)*DTAN(PI/2-psiL-psiC)) then 
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                    K2(:)=0.0d0                         

                    S2(:)=0.0d0 
 else if (psiL/=10 .AND. psiC/=10 .AND. psiL-psiC>0  

     &           .AND. ip/=0 .AND.  

     &          z+dz>=radius(ip)*DTAN(PI/2-psiL+psiC)) then 
                    K2(:)=0.0d0 

                    S2(:)=0.0d0 

           else 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

c The interpolation of level population is done for each possible transition and stored in nu and nl 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                 do index=1,it 

                 i=iconv(index) 

    CALL splint(R_vec,POPu(i,:),dnu(index,:),nshells+1,DLOG(r2),nu) 
    CALL splint(R_vec,POPl(i,:),dnl(index,:),nshells+1,DLOG(r2),nl) 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

c Now calculating the source function and kappa0 for z+dz 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

     K2(index)=(8.24d-2)*nu*Acoeff(u(i),l(i))*( 

     &                g(u(i))*nl/(g(l(i))*nu)-1)/(Ek(i)**2) 
     S2(index)=Ek(i)/((g(u(i))*nl)/(g(l(i))*nu)-1) 

      if (r2>radius(treshold(u(i)))) then 

        K2(index)=0.0d0 
        S2(index)=0.0d0 

      end if 

      if (abs(K2(index))<=1.0d-30) then 
   K2(index)=0.0d0 

      end if 
c---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Now the integration of kappa is performed for each transition (rectangle integration) to get the opacity at z+dz for gaussian velocity 

profile 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

     do j=1,2*nfreq+1 

       xvel=Doppler(j) 
       tau2(index,j)=0.5*dz*(K2(index)*phi(xvel,V*(z+dz)/r2)/ 

     &                                Ek(i)+ 

     &                             K1(index)*phi(xvel,V*z/r1)/ 
     &                                Ek(i))+tau1(index,j) 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Calculation of the contribution to the intensity (or brightness temperature) for gaussian profile 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

        TB(index,j)=TB(index,j)+0.5*(S2(index)*DEXP(-tau2(index,j)) 

     &                    *K2(index)*phi(xvel,V*(z+dz)/r2)/Ek(i)+ 
     &                    S1(index)*DEXP(-tau1(index,j))*K1(index)* 

     &                    phi(xvel,V*z/r1)/Ek(i))*dz 

    end do 
  end do 

      end if 

   end if 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

c Updating tau1, r1, K1 and S1 for next dz step 

c---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

      do index=1,it 

  tau1(index,:)=tau2(index,:) 

  S1(index)=S2(index) 
  K1(index)=K2(index) 

  r1=r2 

              end do 
c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Updating z to z+dz, dz1, dz2 and continue the integration 

c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    z=z+dz 

c-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   

c For the first line of sight, jump from z=-rmin to z=rmin to avoid star center 
c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

    if (ip==0) then 
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       if ((1-fracrad)*abs(z)<rmin) then 

  z=abs(z) 
  r1=abs(z) 

                dz1=(r1**2/abs(z))*fracrad 

  dz2=dz1 
                do index=1,it 

                 i=iconv(index) 

                   S1(index)=Source(index,1) 
                   K1(index)=kappa0(index,1) 

                     if (K1(index)<1.0d-30) then 

                     K1(index)=0 
                     end if 

                  end do 

       else  
                 dz1=(r1**2/abs(z))*fracrad 

                 dz2=dz1 

       end if 
c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Else avoid z=0 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    else  

       if (z==0) then 

          dz1=DSQRT(((1+fracrad)*radius(ip))**2-radius(ip)**2) 
          dz2=radius(ip)*fracV*Vt/V 

       else 

          dz1=(r1**2/abs(z))*fracrad 
          dz2=r1*((r1/radius(ip))**2)*fracV*Vt/V 

       end if 
    end if 

 end do 

c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c Adding contribution from cosmic background in each line of sight and storing TB at each impact 

c parameter into TBf 

c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 p=ip+1 

        do index=1,it 

          i=iconv(index) 
    do j=1,2*nfreq+1 

              TBf(p,index,j)=TB(index,j)-(Ek(i)/(DEXP( 

     &            Ek(i)/2.73)-1))*(1-DEXP(-tau2(index,j))) 
        if (TBf(p,index,j)<0) then 

  TBf(p,index,j)=0.0 

        end if 
    end do 

 end do 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c Now the integration for one line of sight is done, TB stored in TBf, go to the next impact parameter value 

c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 if (q2==1) then 
 print*, 'line of sight integration completed', nshells-ip 

 end if 

 end do 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

c                     Now starting the convolution calculation 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 print*, 'calculating convolution of source and beam' 

c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Discretize the radius in term of arcseconds. First null of the power pattern is at sin(theta)~1.22 lambda/D  (with sin(theta)~theta for 
c small angles hpbw delineates where most of the power is contained and hpbw~1.02 lambda/D 

c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c List of wavelength and frequencies of all transitions 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        do i=1,nbr2+n2v 
    lambda(i)=(h*c0/kb)/Ek(i) 

    F(i)=(1.0d-9)*c0/lambda(i) 
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 end do 

c---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c If using ARO telescopes, automatically pick the right hpbw for each transition. Otherwise asks the dish diameter 

c---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 if (telescope=="ARO") then 
        do index=1,it 

          i=iconv(index) 

      if (Ek(i)<9.1) then 
  Dish=12.0 

  resol(index)=(1.22*lambda(i)/Dish) 

      else  
  Dish=10.0 

  resol(index)=(1.22*lambda(i)/Dish) 

      end if 
    end do 

 else 

   print*, 'What is the dish diameter?' 
 read*, Dish 

        do index=1,it 

          i=iconv(index) 
  resol(index)=(1.22*lambda(i)/Dish) 

    end do 

 end if 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Creating the vector of angles theta that spans -resol to +resol for the vector containing the result of the convolution vs the angle 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
c---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c angle corresponding to rmin and rmax 
c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 omega_min=DATAN(rmin/(distance*3.08567758d18)) 

 omega_max=DATAN(rmax/(distance*3.09567758d18)) 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

c The convolution spans -resol to resol angles. 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 nangles=INT(DLOG((1.22*lambda(1)/Dish)/omega_min)/DLOG(1+rstep)) 

c       nangles=INT(DLOG((PI/2)/omega_min)/DLOG(1+rstep)) 

 allocate(theta(2*nangles+1)) 
 theta(nangles+1)=0.0d0 

 do i=1,nangles 

           r=rmin*(rstep+1)**(i-1) 
    theta(nangles+1+i)=DATAN(r/(distance*3.08567758d18)) 

    theta(nangles+1-i)=-DATAN(r/(distance*3.08567758d18)) 

 end do 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

c Calculating the total power pattern integral 

c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 allocate(Power(it)) 

 Power(:)=0.0d0   

        do i=1,it 
    do n=1,2*nangles 

        Power(i)=(gain(theta(n),resol(i)) 

     &      +gain(theta(n+1),resol(i)))*0.5* 

     &      (theta(n+1)-theta(n))+Power(i) 

           end do           

        end do 
c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Starting the convolution integral, scanning all lines of sight 

c taking the average of TB between each line of sight times 2*PI*length between the shells 
c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 allocate(TR(it,2*nfreq+1)) 

 if (psiL==10 .AND. psiC==10) then 
    iangle=2*PI 

 else  

    iangle=2*psiC 
 end if 

 TR(:,:)=0.0d0 
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        do index=1,it 

        j=iconv(index) 
          do i=1,nshells 

            omega1=DATAN(radius(i-1)/(distance*3.08567758d18)) 

            omega2=DATAN(radius(i)/(distance*3.08567758d18)) 
     omegam=(omega1+omega2)/2 

            do k=1,2*nfreq+1 

            TR(index,k)=(TBf(i,index,k)*gain(omega1,resol(index)) 
     &                *omega1+TBf(i+1,index,k)*omega2* 

     &                 gain(omega2,resol(index)))*0.5*iangle* 

     &                (omega2-omega1)+TR(index,k) 
   end do 

             end do 

        end do 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Normalizing with the beam solid angle divided by total power 

c-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 do i=1,it 

      do k=1,2*nfreq+1 

    TR(i,k)=TR(i,k)/(Power(i)*resol(i)) 
       end do 

 end do 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
c Correct TA by the beam efficiency if necessary 

c------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 if (q4==1) then 
    allocate(eta(13)) 

    allocate(Deta(13)) 
    allocate(XF(13)) 

    eta=(/0.92,0.90,0.88,0.86,0.84,0.8,0.76,0.74, 

     &          0.72,0.69,0.66,0.64,0.60/) 
    XF=(/80.0,90.0,100.0,110.0,120.0,130.0,140.0, 

     &       150.0,160.0,170.0,180.0,190.0,200.0/) 

            CALL spline(XF,eta,13,80,200,Deta) 
      do index=1,it 

       i=iconv(index) 

       if (F(i)>200) then 
         TR(index,:)=TR(index,:)*0.75 

       else if (F(i)<200) then 

               CALL splint(XF,eta,Deta,13,F(i),BeamEff) 
          TR(index,:)=TR(index,:)*BeamEff 

       end if 

      end do 
   end if 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Writing simulated antenna temperature to TA.out 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        open(UNIT=31, FILE="TA.out") 

 write(31,*) '#---Velocity---','---Antenna Temperatures for each 
     & selected transition---' 

        do i=1,2*nfreq+1 

           write(31,"(500ES12.2)") Doppler(i),(TR(j,i), j=1,it) 

        end do 

        close(UNIT=31) 

 print*, 'Simulated spectra have been written in TA.out' 
 stop 

 END 
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